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Hi Everyone and happy
November! My name is Caleigh Christy and I’m the Operations Manager for the
Sword and Shield. I handle the social media and website. I hope your school year is
going well, even in the online format - and
you see this issue as a chance to inform
yourself or take a break from your daily
schedule. In this issue, we’ll review the debates and events leading up to the election,
give you some fun ideas to enjoy your fall
to the greatest potential, and more updates
on COVID-19. I hope you enjoy our
November issue!
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STUDENT LIFE
WHAT TO DO OVER THANKSGIVING AND
FALL BREAK

By Jessica Jiang
November is here! This means that Thanksgiving break is also right around the corner. Although you may be stuck
indoors with your family constantly during virtual learning, you should still use the opportunity off of Zoom to
spend quality time with your family to do fun, relaxing activities. You should also take time for yourself over break
for self-care. Here are a few things you can do!
Decorate the house! If you’re comfortable masking up and going to the nearest crafts store, then grab some decorations to spice up your house! This will be a great way to spend time working with your family while also making
your home more cozy for fall.
Bake a pumpkin pie! There is no better way to bond with family than making tasty treats! Look online to find a
recipe for pumpkin pie, or any pie or dessert, that entices you. Then have fun baking and enjoying your pastry!
Go outdoors! There are plenty of trails and hiking spots in Wisconsin. If you are up for a short road trip, you can
research any destinations nearby to go for a walk and enjoy the cool fall air.
Watch classic Thanksgiving movies! There’s no better way to relax than watching your favorite classics in the
comfort of your home. Grab your popcorn and gather on the couch to unwind!
Read a book. Reading a book can help you develop your skills while you relax. Find a book that interests you, sit
back, and enjoy exploring another world!
Watch the Macy’s Day Parade! While the Parade will be shortened this year in combination with safety protocols, it will still be broadcasted on TV for all to watch. Tune in on November 26th for balloon and float fun!
Jump in a pile of leaves! If you haven’t yet raked the leaves, take this opportunity to get some exercise in while also
having fun afterwards! Hop into your leaf pile before it gets swept away by the wind!
Have a great Thanksgiving break! Take this time to get in some more sleep and care for your physical and mental health. Remember to stay safe, Spartans!
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INTERVIEW WITH JMM
STUDENT

MY EXPERIENCE IN
SYS: SIX WEEKS IN

By Lavenia Vulpal
I first heard about SYS from my sister who was in
the club during her high school years. Watching her
go to volunteering events, helping out at elementary
schools, etc. always seemed like an amazing opportunity. Now that I am a freshman, I am very excited
to join SYS. The weekly Thursday meetings are
something I always look forward to! This month,
we started off with introductions to our committees.
The meetings start with general information about
upcoming events and SYS updates; then we are
sent to breakout rooms for our specific committees
(don’t worry, it’s not awkward). I really enjoy the
length and how relaxing the meetings are! During
the committee meetings, you can talk about any volunteering or event ideas with the co-chairs running
the conversation. The co-chairs in my committee,
Spartan Spirit, welcomed us with a fun Kahoot, and
we began brainstorming event ideas. Since then,
we’ve been making some progress on our Instagram
page and project ideas.
Even though SYS is virtual, there are still ways
to volunteer and help our community! Already,
we have been introduced to two events. First, the
WoofTrax event is where you can raise money for
animal shelters simply by walking miles with your
dog (or an imaginary one if you don’t have one) on
an app. With my imaginary dog I have started going
on walks, and it’s a great excuse to get outside. I was
glad to hear that there would still be a way to help
safely and virtually. Second, there is an opportunity
to be a buddy and mentor for an elementary schooler. I was especially excited for this because it would
be a great way to help out parents and kids with
their school work. Overall, though I am a little disappointed that we are unable to have SYS in person,
I am glad that students can still find a way to help!

By Jessica Jiang
What do you think of online learning? What are the
pros and cons?
Overall, online learning has been a pretty good experience.
Pros:
Zoom features: Online learning allows multiple people to
contribute during a short period of time, using the chat.
You can privately message the teacher and digitally raise
your hand, which can come in handy and make life easier
for you and your teacher. Zoom has many useful features
that can make class more efficient.
The mute button: Since many people are muted, there are
less interruptions, which makes class less distracting.
More free time: Since zoom is digital, you save driving
time and walking time.
Cons:
Internet instability. A lot of times, my internet breaks and
I get kicked off the zoom, which causes me to miss some
information. It can be inconvenient and can cause confusion or panic.
Zoom bombers. Some classes have zoom bombers, unknown people who break into classes in order to disrupt.
Luckily, zoom bombing doesn’t happen super often.
Link mixups. Sometimes, it can be hard knowing which
zoom meeting to join if directions are unclear. It is also
possible that the wrong link is posted, which causes confusion on both ends of you and your teacher.
How have you organized your schedule during online
learning?
Google tasks, Google reminders, Google Classroom: ToDo and Missing notifications
What is different about online learning than you
expected?
During Zoom classes, people use the chat way more often
than I thought they would, so I always have to check the
chat.
How have you used your time outside of class?
I do my work right after class is over, and I do other stuff
once school is over.
What is going well for your online learning experience?
I am mostly staying on top of things, finishing work before
the due date.
What would you like to see improved about your
online learning experience?
I’d like to see teachers responding to emails more often.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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FOLLOW-UP
INTERVIEW
WITH MR.
KING

By Jessica Jiang
What do you think is the hardest
part about not being able to teach
math in person?
I don’t get to see their facial expressions when I tell my terrible math
jokes! To be honest, there is just a lot
less feedback from students while doing things online. I also really enjoy
the interactions with students oneon-one during passing time and at
the end of class periods, which does
not happen in the virtual setting.
What do you think are the positives of online learning, for math
and in general?
Some students who are reluctant to
raise their hand in class and share
answers in front of their peers are
now able to contribute more anonymously. It is very similar to a college
type schedule and forces students to
make good decisions about when to
complete their work and when they
can meet with teachers outside of
class time.
What are some common issues
that you have encountered, either with online learning or

with teaching math through a
computer?
Students have issues with being able
to join zoom meetings and getting
kicked out of breakout rooms, and
audio issues are also pretty common.
Most of the other issues we are able
to work through and find solutions
to, but if the internet connections are
bad, then there isn’t much we can do.
How are staff and the math department working to solve these
issues?
I would say that this is being handled
more at the school and district level
in terms of fixing the technology. We
do try to make our notes available
in the Google Classroom, and many
teachers also provide video lessons
that students can access at any time
if the student can’t join the zoom
during the synchronous class times.
There has been lots of emailing back
and forth with students as well to
help answer their math and/or technology problems.
Have you administered any online tests yet?
Yes, both end of unit tests and shorter assessments.
Do math teachers follow the same
general course schedule and unit
plans, or are classes structured
differently between teachers?
Our goal is to keep the classes as close
together as possible and to follow the
same general schedule. Within the
schedule,
the teachers
have a
large
amount
of
choice
in terms
of how
the content
is being deliv-
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ered, which is the same as it would be
face-to-face.
Have students reached out for
help and been able to make use of
office hours?
I see more students attend office
hours prior to quizzes and tests,
which again would be similar to what
I would see in face-to-face teaching. I have noticed it is generally the
same students that will keep stopping
by, so it would be nice to see more
students take advantage of this option. I would emphasize to students
that when a teacher has office hours
scheduled, the students can drop in
for any amount of time to ask questions and get help. Just because the
office hours are 45 minutes long, for
example, there is no expectation for
the students to be there for the entire
time.
Do you have any words of advice
for students to maintain their
math grades and learning as
classes slowly start building up in
content and assignments?
Students should stay active participants in the class, taking notes, answering and asking questions during
zoom time as much as possible. If
you think that math class is the same
as watching a TV show, you will not
be able to keep up with everything
as the content becomes more complex. You don’t have to wait until the
next class period. Find a few “study
buddies” in your math class that you
can discuss the homework with, especially when you are reviewing for
quizzes and tests. The last piece of
advice is to set a schedule for doing
your work and stick with it. I know
that lots of extracurricular activities
have been cancelled, so students may
feel they have more free time than
usual, but this also may lead to procrastination since they have “lots of
time” to get things done.

NOVEMBER 2020

CONVERSATIONS IN THE
CLOSET

By Elfin Wiriyan
“In the closet”: the phrase refers
to a member of the LGBTQIAP+
community who hasn’t “come out”
yet. The Trevor Project has a really
nice definition for coming out, stating, “Coming out is when a person
decides to reveal an important part
of who they are... For many LGBTQ
people, this involves sharing their
sexual orientation and/or gender
identity.” For many in the community, coming out is like a sigh of
relief or a breath of fresh air. But for
others, it would be even more painful
than having to hide who they are. So
today, I sat down to chat with someone still in the closet.
What should I call you?
Apollo, please.
And pronouns?
He/him.
Alright, Apollo, I’ve got lots of
questions. First one being, would
you consider yourself closeted?
Not quite. I’m pretty open about it,
but because my parents aren’t supportive of me right now, it limits
what I can do.
What was coming out to your
parents like?
Back in February, I mentioned
to my parents that I felt more like a
boy [than a girl]. I wasn’t nervous,
but considering that it hasn’t been
received well, perhaps I should have

been. They shut me down quickly,
not wanting to entertain the idea,
which is fair enough since they had
known me as a girl my whole life.
I gave them time, and several follow-up conversations or brief mentions of the subject occurred.
This summer, a lot happened
regarding my parents and their reaction. They bought me new clothes,
but I don’t know if they understand
that it goes deeper than that. I asked
them if I could go by my preferred
name at school and they said absolutely not. Realizing that this may
have been hard on them, I agreed
to go by my birth name and asked if
they could at least use he/him pronouns for me.
Do you think your shorter hair
combined with your wardrobe
helps with your dysphoria?
Yes. It feels more natural this way
and more like me. The only problem is when things fit more tightly
because that tends to emphasize
whatever curves are there. I wear a
sports bra most days and it makes
it better- I think I pass fairly well in
terms of my physical appearance.
However, one of the major sources of
gender dysphoria for me now is my
voice, especially when singing. Even
normally, it sounds higher and much
more feminine than the voices of
biological males of my age are.
You mentioned that your parents didn’t want you to use your
preferred name at school, but I
know that with some teachers
and friends, you do. Where do

www.jmmswordandshield.com

you draw the line?
I’m currently trying to figure that
out. In all extracurriculars that I’m in
so far, I go by my preferred name, as
well as among my friends. The only
partial exception is when I’m writing
for my school’s newspaper, which
is under my birth name because my
parents might want to read it. One of
my other teachers uses my preferred
name because he asked for preferred
names at the beginning of the year,
and it was too good to pass up. He
has agreed to keep it off of report
cards.
Alright, one last question; what
would you say to those who are
struggling with their gender
identity or any dysphoria? Any
advice?
Be patient with yourself. Life
brings many challenges and you’re
likely going through a lot anyway,
and gender dysphoria only adds to
that hardship. If it ever feels like too
much, there are people who can help
you- counselors, therapists, friends,
trusted adults. You are enough.For
more specific advice, the Chrome
extension Deadname Remover is
incredibly helpful for getting through
online schoolwork if you aren’t
able to go by a preferred name. It
replaces your birth name with your
preferred name any time it comes
up. Although, if your birth name is
common, anyone else with your birth
name will display on your screen
as the preferred name you enter, so
keep that in mind.
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MMSD TO BE ENTIRELY
ONLINE FOR REST OF
FIRST SEMESTER

By Maggie Di Sanza
As of October 15th, 2020, the Madison Metropolitan
School District will complete the entirety of first semester completely virtual and will employ a completely
in-person or hybrid model of schooling come January
22nd, 2021. Of course, this is due to the current state of
the COVID-19 pandemic in Wisconsin, Dane County, and the city of Madison. On their official website,
MMSD reports that “this agonizing decision comes
after weeks of: monitoring and reviewing local public
health metrics; in-depth consultation with scientists,
health experts, focus groups, and internal as well as
external advisory teams; feedback from district families and staff; recommendations from MMSD’s senior
leadership team; and close collaboration with Madison
Teachers Inc.” While disappointing, MMSD’s decision
makes sense, as the state of Wisconsin is currently the
epicenter of the United States in terms of daily rising
COVID-19 cases.
Remorseful, the district expressed that they prefer to
have students engaging in a direct education within the
school buildings, but will not put the safety of faculty,
staff, and students at risk: “It is always our preference to
have students in our school buildings, learning face to
face and engaging with teachers and staff. It is also our
ultimate responsibility to ensure the safety and well-being of everyone who enters our buildings each day.
We know virtual learning has an impact on numerous
students, particularly students with disabilities, English
learners, students transitioning to 6th grade and 9th
grade, and our youngest students in 4K through 2nd
grade.”
As MMSD continues to develop and improve their
virtual learning circumstances and curriculum, they
value student, parent, guardian, and family input. Reach
out to MMSD using this link.
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WHAT TO DO IF YOU
ARE HAVING INCONVENIENCES WITH ZOOM

By Sophia Jiang
What to do if you get the wrong link:
If you have the wrong zoom link, then most often
you will see a small box that says, “Host is currently in
another meeting.” This means that you and the host are
not using the same meeting. If this happens, check Google Calendar. Many teachers use Google Calendar to
post links on. Whenever I join the wrong zoom link, I
always go to the link on Google Calendar, and it usually
works. If it doesn’t work, make sure you are joining the
right class at the right time. If you are sure that you are
joining the right class at the right time, then send your
teacher an email.
But if the small box says, “Waiting for host to start
meeting,” then that just means your teacher hasn’t
joined the class yet.
What to do if you have a zoom bomber:
If a zoom bomber shows up, the host should immediately remove them and either make a new zoom link
for the next time you meet, or set a password for the
meeting.
What to do if your internet cuts out and you get
kicked off the zoom:
If your internet connection is unstable, then you could
get kicked off the zoom. If this happens, reset the wifi
on your computer by turning it off and back on. If that
doesn’t work, then unfortunately, it would be difficult
to rejoin. Keep checking to see if your wifi comes back
on.
You can try to text one of your classmates to tell them
what happened. Ask them to notify the teacher.
Once your internet comes back, send your teacher an
email immediately. Make sure to ask them if you missed
anything important.

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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INTERVIEWING K-12
LEARNERS

By Morgan Blackmore
While it was announced that MMSD will continue it’s
online learning schedule throughout the rest of the first
semester, many students had already chosen to remain online
for the entire year. One of my friends—who would like to be
referred to as Emma—is a sophomore who chose to do the
K-12 online option, where she meets up with her classes and
teachers separate from Memorial throughout the week.
Like us, each morning of the school week, students are
expected to be on their computer and ready to learn by 8am,
but for K-12 learners, you technically have until 11am to sign
on. Emma usually starts her day by checking her email to see
her schedule for that day, which, as Memorial students also
experience, changes throughout the week. Although each
class has a lesson to work through, only a few classes each
day have actual video lectures that us Memorial students are
used to. These lessons are expected to be completed before
any video lectures in order to be discussed during the class,
each one ending with a short quiz as a sort of “check-in” on
students’ progress and understanding. Everyday, Emma goes
to an hour long biology class at noon as well as a geometry
class at 2:30. Two of her other classes, French and English,
only have video classes once a week, with optional classes
scattered throughout the other days. Finally, each Thursday,
she meets with her homeroom class through video.
These online learners also have a replacement for Zooms,
using a program called Blackboard Collaborative for each of
their classes. Quite similar to Zoom, this program is a sort
of video-calling class with breakout groups, shared screens,
and chat features. Blackboard Collaborative goes an extra
step, allowing a presentation option for projects and poll or
answer options similar to the Peardeck slides many Memorial
teachers use.
Emma noted that, “...in general, the whole program
moves pretty smoothly”. Teachers are said to answer emails
quite quickly with answers to any questions students may
have, and they are quite understanding if there are problems
turning in any work or lessons. One downside, however, is
because these students are in the K-12 program, they aren’t
connected to Memorial for the year, including any clubs or
other school-based activities they had previously participated
in.
As MMSD continues to push back any plans to return
either full-time or hybrid, we may end up having a similar
year-round online experience in order to keep students safe.

YOU CAN STILL
JOIN SYS!

By Amy Yao
Are you looking for something new to do in
the new school year? Join Spartan Youth Service,
one of the largest youth-led volunteering organizations in our community! All of the board members in SYS are trying our very best right now to
make the most of the current situations to bring
students together and benefit the community!
If you are unsure about joining SYS, go for it!
SYS is very flexible and understanding, so if you
are ever busy, that is also alright! We are always
looking for new members! Remember, you can
join anytime during the year!
If you would like to see what the club is like,
join a meeting! The meetings take place every
Thursday at 2:45 and you can find the recurring
zoom link in the Extracurricular classroom. You
can also contact any of the SYS Instagram pages or
board members! For more updates, be sure to join
the SYS classroom page (code: 2qw4ttr)!

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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COLLEGE APPLICATION TIPS

By Joylyn Gong
As a senior myself, completing college applications has been a prominent component of my life in the recent
months. The college admission process is unpredictable, and there are various aspects that play a part in the admission officers’ decision from the consideration of your grades, standardized test scores, extracurricular activities, and
essays. Especially with the unforeseeable circumstances that we’re under right now with COVID-19, it has made it
difficult for millions of applicants to find time to consult with teachers and college representatives to strengthen applications. Deadlines are nearing, and it’s vital that applications are sent in on time, and you’re proud of your work.
Here are some of the tips that I’ve been using to navigate through my applications!
Keep track of your deadlines on Google Sheets
Take note of all of the colleges that you’re applying to and their corresponding deadlines. By doing so, you’ll have
an idea of what essays to prioritize and when to be requesting your letters of recommendations.
Don’t repeat information
Let’s say you want to touch
on accomplishments that
occurred from your
extracurricular activities in
either your personal
or supplemental essays. There
will be an activities
section in your application to
discuss the positions
that you took on, and the key
achievements that
you’ve reached. Hence, in your
essay elaborate deeper
on what those experiences did for
you in developing as a
person and what honest, emotional
effect it had on others
around you. Don’t simply relist what
you acknowledged in
other aspects of your application onto
your essays. Bring in
a new light that you discovered from
those extracurricular
activities.
Schedule to talk to your
guidance counselor weeks before
your deadline
Set up a meeting with
your guidance counselor to review everything that needs to be
included in your application
weeks before you have to click submit. Even if you feel like you’ve
got everything under your own
control, continue to do it; make it certain that your application is completed correctly and correct deadlines are noted on your calendar.
Use effective, strong verbs when describing your activities
Yes, it’s true. You can’t write an entire novel when informing admission officers of your extracurricular activities.
For the Common Application, you’re only allowed 150 characters to depict the goals that you’ve attained. You have
to be wise of your words, while getting as much detail out as possible.
Do your research
When writing your supplemental essays, especially the “Why this College?” essays, establish connections between
you and the institution. How would being a student at that university enhance you as a scholar and a contributor
to the community? Write about the professors, majors, programs, activities, internships, or research opportunities that you would love to seek. Talk about how you would grasp onto those opportunities, and what knowledge
of yourself you would gain from those endeavors as an undergraduate student. Admission officers want to know
that their institution is a good fit for you. Look into what current students and alumni have discussed about their
involvement.
Attend virtual information sessions
Because of COVID-19, several universities have decided to temporarily halt campus visits for prospective students.
One way that you can learn more about student life and the academic opportunities accessible at that university is
to attend their virtual information sessions. It’s a way to still be able to ask questions to admission counselors and
get a sense of how you would succeed at the institution.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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SENIOR ADVICE
COLUMN

By Maggie Di Sanza, Jessica Jiang
Virtual learning is very hard for me, what
are your tips?
If I’m being honest, virtual learning is hard for me
too. That being said, my biggest tip for surviving it
is managing your time wisely. We only have twenty
four hours in a day, and more than half of that is
spent
sleeping, eating, etc. Thus, when it comes to our daily lives being
distracted by Zoom calls and TikTok, we need to
make sure that we dedicate certain hours in our day toward schoolwork,
extracurriculars, and taking breaks! Block out time
in your day to accomplish certain tasks, and do not
ask too much of yourself! Remember, you can only
do so many things in a given amount of time, so do
not expect yourself to complete too many tasks in a
matter of hours, as it is quite simply impossible while doing quality work. Plan ahead, and remember: Grades and
test scores do not define your worth by any means.
Which year was the hardest year of high school for you?
Junior year was definitely the hardest for me and is also likely the hardest year for many high school students because of the sheer amount of standardized tests and coursework that many students take on. I would say that most
students see the most AP courses in their junior year, when they reach a level where many AP classes in all subjects
are offered. This also means more AP tests come May, which can be really tough when you are taking multiple!
There is also the school-wide ACT in March and the optional PSAT in October that can add to a junior’s plate. But
junior year can still be fun as long as you make sure to schedule your schoolwork and studying sessions and remember to take breaks; finding the time to just relax is essential to surviving junior year!
How can underclassmen get involved in school activities virtually?
In order to stay social while being safe, a great thing to do is get involved in virtual activities at school! Memorial
certainly has plenty of clubs and activities that are occurring over Zoom, so check out the James Madison Memorial
website to learn more about these activities, and reach out to club leaders and advisors to see if you can join! For
most clubs, it is not too late to join, so attend a meeting or two, and see if you like it!
What classes should I make sure to take in high school?
This question completely depends on your interests! It is easy to say that everyone should take AP Literature and
Composition, but if you are not interested in English and do not plan on going into a field of study where that level
of rigor is required, it can be a waste of your time. Determine which subject areas interest you most, invest time
into taking advantage of more advanced classes in those areas, and even consider taking an elective in that area.
Personally, the classes AP Language and Composition, AP World History, and Psychology were the most beneficial; but those answers could be completely different depending on your interests!

PRODUCTIVITY AND SELF-CARE APPS
YOU HAVE TO TRY!

By Amy Yao and Sophia Jiang
The school year has already started, and although it isn’t what anyone expected, here are some productivity and
self-care apps that can help you start off the year strong and stay that way!
Under productivity, some of our personal favorite apps are:
1. Forest! It’s available as a mobile app and a chrome extension. Forest allows you to stay focused while growing a
digital tree for a certain amount of time. If you fail, your tree will die. As you plant different types of trees, you will
gather a forest! Pro tip: try assigning each tree to a specific subject! Then you can analyze what areas you might
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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want to spend less time or more time in! You can also plant trees with
friends. A free counterpart would be Flora.
2. Habit/Habitica! Habit is a mobile app that helps keep track
of your tasks so you stay organized and motivated. Habitica is a
gamified version where you level up as you complete more tasks!
3. Crash Course/Khan Academy! These are two of my favorite apps that I rely on when I need help with school work. Khan
Academy has many STEM-related courses, while Crash Course
has a variety of options!
4. Google Calendar/Now Then! I think these are both wonderful for planning out your time! Google calendar, as most people
know, helps plan events, and Now Then is a time tracking app.
These can work well for those who prefer digital planning. I
think that these two are a really good combo of planning and reviewing your day, especially if you like the convenience of digital
planning.
5. School Planner! This is an app that acts as a digital assignment
notebook. You can document homework assignments and schedule upcoming events. It’s easy to use and it helps
construct a clear agenda for school.
Taking care of yourself has never been easier with:
1. Aloe Bud: A very cute self-care app that checks in with all aspects! It’s incredibly adorable, and it keeps track of
things such as “are you hydrated?”, “take a break!”, “go outside for a walk”, etc.
2. Sleep Cycle: It tracks your sleep by listening to your breathing and identifying when you fall into deep sleep.
This can help you wake up at a lighter sleep stage, therefore making it a lot easier to wake up!
3. Headspace or Melly! Headspace is a very easy meditating app that helps beginner meditators! You can customize meditation times based on your own needs. Whether it’s a 30-minute session or a 5-minute break, you can
meditate easily! If you are interested in unguided meditation, Melly is an alternative that works well.
4. Coffeelings! Coffeelings is a chrome extension that is not only adorable and aesthetic, but also a very cute
check-in! It’s a digital year in pixels, where you record your emotion so you can see how you have been feeling
recently! A mobile option would be Daylio.
5. Sleep Sounds and Meditation Music! These are two apps run by the same company. Sleep Sounds focuses on nature sounds (rain, wind, ocean sounds, etc.) and lets you customize your personal collection of nature sounds. Meditation Music focuses on calming music, so you
can combine the two apps to make your perfect mix, making it great for sleeping and studying.

DRAMA UPDATE:
STAY TUNED FOR OUR
FIRST SHOW!

By Julianna Baldo
Memorial Drama has gotten off to a strong start this year and
is in the process of writing and rehearsing its first serial production. With the new guidelines being set by virtual school,
the Drama program has moved online. Club members are
currently in the process of writing scripts for a collection of
short virtual performances. Virtual rehearsals are underway
and this first set of performances is set to be a smash hit. The
final performances will be released in the upcoming month.
12
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GENDER EQUITY
ASSOCIATION UPDATE: POLITICAL
ENGAGEMENT &
FEMINISM

By Amira Pierotti
The month of October has been busy for JMM’s GEA!
We planned a workshop about requesting, filling out,
and returning an absentee ballot and invited Memorial
voters. Our hope is that all eligible voters cast their ballots this November, regardless of their candidate. We
also discussed feminist issues in politics from the right
to choose to the difficulties of being a BIPOC (Black,
Indiginous, & People of Color) woman in politics. GEA
members discussed the implications of Judge Amy Coney Barrett’s upcoming confirmation to the Supreme
Court and how her possible vote to repeal Roe v. Wade
would impact people with uteruses across the U.S. Although discussions of politics are fun and important to
sustaining a democracy, sometimes it is great to relax.
The GEA screened the documentary Knock Down the
House about four women who ran for Congress in
2018. We will be transitioning to learning about global
and transnational feminism in November. Interested
in fundraising for girls’ education across the globe?
Want to learn the difference between global feminism
and transnational feminism? Email jmmgenderequity@
gmail.com to get the zoom link for our meetings. We
By Emmie Digon
meet every Tuesday and Thursday at lunch and hope to
The Memorial Spotlight is the school’s literary joursee you there!
nal where you can share your writing and visual art.
Whether it is a poem, a short story, a play script, or
photography, feel free to send it to jmmlitjournal@
gmail.com. Monthly prompts are posted on the club’s
instagram account (jmmlitjournal), which is also where
the club posts announcements related to Zoom meetings. If you want to receive updates through email,
make sure to reach out to the club by email or Instagram. During these meetings, editors will hold workshops, members will share their work, and professional
writers will give advice. On October 26th, Madison
poet laureate, Angela Trudell Vasques, spoke to the
club about what it means to be a poet laureate, answered several questions from club members, and gave
some amazing advice in terms of being a writer.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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NEWS
NATIONAL NEWS
important to not wear masks with
exhalation valves and vents. Face
shields are also not recommended
as a substitute for masks. If breathing with a mask is difficult, which is
the case for children younger than
2 years old or certain activities such
as swimming and running, social
distancing is encouraged.
By Mihika Shivakumar and Amy Yao
When people social distance, the
There have been different beliefs
spread of virus is also exponentially
circulating about COVID-19, comless. Staying at least 6 feet apart is the
monly known as coronavirus, and
distance people recommend for it,
we are about to lay down the most
given the disease has a shorter trajecaccurate and reliable information
tory. It also prevents the formation
that we currently know that have
of larger groups. While this isn’t
been scientifically peer reviewed.
completely foolproof, it helps a lot.
Centers for Disease Control and
Other than wearing masks, othPrevention, a federal agency deder ways to stay safe is cleaning and
icated to keeping people safe and
disinfecting surfaces, washing your
healthy, has strongly urged people to
hands or carrying hand sanitizer, and
keep their distance of at least six feet
avoid touching your eyes, nose, and
apart. When that isn’t possible, they
mouth with unwashed hands. CDC
advise wearing masks when going
has also strongly encouraged people
out or around people that aren’t
to not travel unnecessarily.
from their household as wearing
Symptoms include fever, coughing,
a mask can help prevent someone
difficulty of breathing, headache, and
who is contagious from spreadmany more. If you are experiencing
ing and from catching COVID-19.
symptoms, you may have COVID,
Masks have been effective as acting
in which case you must stay at home
as a barrier that prevents respiraexcept if you have medical care,
tory droplets, which works against
ideally isolated from family memCOVID-19, a virus that is transmitbers, tell those who you have been in
ted primarily through respiratory
contact that they may have been exdroplets when talking, sneezing,
posed, and monitor your symptoms.
and coughing. Because of this, it is
Follow the instructions given by
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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MASKS AND
SOCIAL
DISTANCING,
BACKED WITH
SCIENCE

your healthcare provider, and seek
emergency medical care immediately
if you experience any warning signs.
However, people could be contagious and still not show symptoms,
which is why staying safe is absolutely essential amidst the pandemic. Although people of all ages are
susceptible to COVID, older people
and those with pre-existing medical
conditions are vulnerable, so it is
recommended that everyone take
precautions.
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THE TRANSCRIPTS OF BREONNA TAYLOR’S HEARING

By Maggie Di Sanza
On September 30th, 2020, a judge in Lousiville, Kentucky
granted a motion filed by the Kentucky Attourney General
Daniel Cameron to delay the release of transcripts from the
grand jury investigating the murder by police of Breonna
Taylor. Cameron, upon filing the motion, requested a oneweek delay so that his office could redact personal information of the jurors as part of the proceedings. The circuit court
judge granted this delay for the documents. Typically, these
documents and audio recordings are kept private; but this case
was unusual. The call to make them public occurred after an
unidentified juror filed a different court motion asking a judge
to release the record of the proceedings in the name of “compelling public interest.”
Breonna Taylor’s case - one of great upset - decided against
holding the three officers involved in the shooting Myles
Cosgrove, Jonathan Mattingly, and Brett Hankinson, responsible for the murder of Taylor, a 26 year old Black woman.
The officers burst into Taylor’s apartment on March 13th,
2020, carrying a ‘no knock’ warrant, firing their guns various
times at her boyfriend, Kenneth Walker, while they were both
in bed sleeping. Taylor was shot multiple times and passed
instantaneously. Sparking a cry of outrage and nerves across
the nation, Cameron admitted that he had not fiven the panel
of jurors the option to consider murder or lesser chargers in
Taylor’s death, what many are referring to as manipulation.
Upon the country’s realization that the jurors could not consider murder or lesser charges, Cameron defended his decision
claiming that it was “not appropriate… The charge that we
could prove at trial, beyond reasonable doubt, was for wanton
endangerment against Mr. Hankison… Myles Cosgrove and
Jonathan Mattingly were fired upon by Mr.Walker. They were
justified in returning fire.”
Civil rights attorney representing Taylor’s family, Benjamin
Crump, explained that “since the grand jury decision was announced, we’ve been saying that Daniel Cameron clearly failed
to present a comprehensive case that supported justice for
Breonna. That conclusion is supported by the grand juror who
came forward to say that the attorney general misrepresented
the grand jury’s deliberations. In America, law-abiding citizens
- including Black citizens - have the right to live peacefully in
their homes, without police breaking down their doors in the
middle of the night, and they have a right to protect themselves and their property from intruders.”
No matter your stance, it is agreed upon that Taylor’s case is
far from over.

ELECTION
PREDICTION

By Anvika Annyapu
PREDICTION:
According to FiveThirtyEight:
Biden is favored to win the election
OVERALL:
- For the debate on October 22nd, mics will be
turned off during opponent answers to prevent
interruptions similar to the first debate
- More than 1.5 million votes have been turned
in as of Oct. 14 for California which is far
surpassing the 150,000 at the same point in the
season in 2016
- Results will most likely not be available the
night of November 3rd as results are normally
available on the day of the voting
- Some generation Z people can vote this election and some swing state voters hope to change
the decision of their state
- As the deadlines are coming closer, states are
ready for a surge in voter registration online
- President Trump and Democratic Nominee Joe
Biden held town halls on separate news channels
at the same time on October 15th instead of a
debate as was originally planned

www.jmmswordandshield.com
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PRESIDENT TRUMP TESTS
POSITIVE FOR COVID-19
By Sai Rishi

The United States, the country that is currently doing the worst in terms of the pandemic with the highest
number of COVID-19 cases, received yet another piece of worrying news when the president himself tested
positive for the virus, along with the first lady and several officials in the White House who work closely with
the president during his campaign for reelection. He is now among the over 8 million reported cases of the virus
in the United States.
On October 2nd, President Trump announced on Twitter that he and the first lady have tested positive after
days of campaigning in many states throughout the U.S. Later that day, the president received the experimental
drug cocktail, Regeneron, until he was taken to Walter Reed National Military Medical Center where he began
his remdesivir therapy as well as received dexamethasone medication which is a type of steroid. The next day, the
team of doctors told the press that the president was doing very well and how he has not had a fever for almost
24 hours. On the contrary, one of the White House officials told the press that “the president’s vitals over the last
24 hours were very concerning and the next 48 hours will be critical in terms of his care. We’re still not on a clear
path to a full recovery,” (“Timeline: What We Know Of President Trump’s COVID-19 Diagnosis, Treatment”).
In addition, when asked whether or not the president had received supplemental oxygen, Dr. Conley did not
explicitly give any answer to the question. So a lot of the information surrounding the president’s diagnosis and
treatment remained a mystery to the people of America as a great portion of it was filled with contradictions and
false information.
But on Sunday, the doctors did say that the president’s oxygen levels dropped twice (on Friday and on Saturday). However, he was doing much better and in fact, Trump tweeted that he would be giving a surprise visit and
then, left in his SUV as he waved to people outside. There has been a lot of criticism regarding this, however, as
to say that he was risking the lives of the Secret Service officers in the car.
On Monday, the president was discharged from the hospital and went back to the White House where he
received the rest of the medications and treatment. As he climbed up the stairs to the White House, he removed
his mask and gave a salute to the Marine One. It was when he removed his mask that it was noticed that the
president was taking rather heavy and constrained breaths which many questioned that the president had not yet
recovered from the virus.
Tracing back to how the president contracted the virus was a huge challenge and many still don’t know where
exactly he was exposed to it. But an overall guess would be that it started from the ceremony on September 26 at
the White House Rose Garden where 6 other people tested positive, excluding the president and first lady. But
after this event in the next couple of days, Trump also attended a rally in Pennsylvania, a rally and fundraiser in
Minnesota and a fundraiser in New Jersey. In addition to this, there was the presidential debate in Cleveland for
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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which Chris Wallace stated that before the debate, the president was not able to test for the virus as he came late.
In most of these events, people did not wear masks and socially distance themselves so this is most likely a huge
factor contributing to Trump getting the virus.
So far, many White House officials have contracted the virus who are either still positive or are now negative,
including Hope Hicks, the senior adviser to the president and Kayleigh McEnany, the White House press secretary. But as soon as Trump started testing negative for the virus, he changed his rally schedule to accommodate
as many as possible, including one in Florida almost right after his recovery which sparked both criticism and
praise.
Many have questioned the impact of the president contracting the virus on his political campaign, with the
election nearing the corner. Some say that this harmed his campaign in that it highlighted all of the examples
where Trump didn’t regard the pandemic seriously and because of his carelessness, he got COVID-19. But others
say that even given the fact that Trump is 74 years old, he was able to recover because of his persistence and
strength which are necessary characteristics of a president.

TOP
REPUBLICANS
CONTRACT
COVID IN
STUNNING
ORDER OF
EVENTS

By Amira Pierotti
After Hope Hicks, close aide to
President Trump, tested positive
for COVID-19, announcement after
announcement of positive tests came
from top GOP officials. President
Donald Trump and his wife, Melania, released their diagnoses Friday
October 2, shocking the nation. But
after the President hosted what has
since been called a superspreader
event, the virus traveled amongst
the celebratory Republican party.
On September 26, President Trump
introduced his nominee for the
newly vacant Supreme Court seat
in front of a crowd of around 200
people. Critics were concerned that
none of the participants wore masks
and the cheerful attendees were
hugging, despite the COVID-19
pandemic.
When the news broke that Hope
Hicks had contracted the virus, eyes

turned back to the event. When the
President and First Lady announced
their positive tests, the dominos
began to fall.
At least 34 people who are White
House employees or have been in
contact with the President have contracted the virus.
Many of these cases can be traced
back to the Supreme Court nomination. RNC Chairwoman Ronna
McDaniel, Republican Senator
Mike Lee, former Governor Chris
Christie, Notre Dame president John
Jenkins, Pastor Greg Laurie, former
Trump advisor Kellyanne Conway, White House Press Secretary
Kayleigh McEnany, and Republican
Senator Thom Tillis have all tested
positive and were present at the
superspreader event prior to their
positive diagnosis.
Trump’s campaign advisor, Bill
Stepien, as well as Presidential advisor Stephen Miller have also tested
positive. Days later, Senator Ron
Johnson also contracted the virus.
The announcements sent shockwaves through American politics as
a significant number of politicians
were unable to fulfill their jobs for
days.
The diagnoses also brought
greater attention to the COVID-19
pandemic ahead of the 2020 presidential election.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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LGBTQ+ RECLAIM- DEBATES RECAP
By Anvika Annyapu
ING THEIR PRIDE
Election season is coming to an end, and as of when this article
was
WITH #PROUDBOYS written, we’ve had two debates: the presidential and the vice
By Amy Yao and Mihika Shivakumar
If you’ve kept up with politics this year,
you’ll remember the President of the United States telling the white supremacy group
Proud Boys to “stand back, and stand by.”
While he condemned them two days later, it
didn’t stop the reaction from the group itself.
But, in a push back against the white supremacist group, the proud boys hashtag was
taken over by gay men, first on twitter, then
on Instagram, making it known for different
things. Reclaiming their pride was something
they used the hashtag to do. The campaign
is believed to have originated from George
Takei on October 1, when he tweeted “I
wonder if the BTS and TikTok kids can help
LGBTs with this.
Since October 1, the hashtag has been inundated with photos of love, and there has been
an outspoken support for the people and what
they’re doing. People like Jane Lytvenko, a reporter at Buzzfeed, tweeted out “good morning to nobody except the gays who hijacked
the #ProudBoys hashtag”. They’ve taken
this opportunity to call themselves the Real
#ProudBoys. British journalist Patrick Strudwick tweeted, “"We grew up in a time when
gay men had no rights, when newspapers
called us poofs, when police didn't investigate
when we were murdered," adding, "We're the
real #ProudBoys."
Many people had the same ideology when
posting with the hashtag, such as Matt Dechaine. “The goal is to spread joy,” he said.
“Seeing the hashtag was so uplifting for us.”

18

presidential. From a fly on a candidate’s head to a candidate refusing to condemn white supremacy when given the chance, debate
season has been a whirlwind.
The first presidential debate took place in Cleveland, Ohio on
September 29th and the topics discussed were COVID-19, the
economy, the Supreme Court, race and violence, their records,
and the integrity of the election.
Overall, the vice presidential debate was a lot better than the
presidential debate from the previous week. The same topics
were discussed, but instead the candidates’ records, their roles as
vice president, were discussed. Pence didn’t bring much to the debate. He had restated a lot of the same points and took up most, if
not all of, his time adding onto his previous arguments when the
subject had already been changed. He went over his time on all of
the discussion topics and interrupted not only the moderator, but
Harris as well. Though Harris also continued with the same arguments throughout, she brought up new information, like talking
about how Trump’s lifetime appointments were all White people.
Even while being interrupted numerous times, she was able to
remain calm, stay on topic (for the most part), and clarify a couple
of things. Although Pence did go over her time often, she kept
her cool and told him to let her speak, with the famous dialogue
“I’m speaking.” They both avoided questions throughout the
debate and Harris was always reaching out to viewers and telling
them to vote. Pence was confident and was saying that Trump
would win so we don’t need to worry about a peaceful transfer of
power.
The moderator, Susan Page, was a bit more successful in reining
in the debate when both candidates were speaking at once but she
still wasn’t able to completely get it under control. In the beginning, she used the word “civil” many times to emphasize that both
campaigns agreed to a “civil debate” where each person would get
their two minutes. The last question, a question from a student,
was how citizens are expected to be unified when the politicians
on the news are so divided. Pence gave a clean answer saying
that we can’t trust everything the news shows us and talked
about how the late Supreme Court Justice Antonin Scalia and
the late Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg were “polar
opposites” but were close friends, and said that “[Americans]
love a good argument. But we always come together and are
always there for one another in times of need.” Harris’s answer
wasn’t as clear: she talked about how “we fight for each person’s
voice through their vote” and talked about why Joe Biden was a
good candidate, but never really answered the original question.
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WHAT HAPPENS TO THE COUNTRY AND ELECTION IF THE U.S.
PRESIDENT DIES OR IS INCAPABLE OF SERVING?

By Anvika Annyapu
The President of the U.S. getting COVID-19 is one of the most serious
illnesses that has affected the presidents in America. When President
Trump contracted COVID-19, many started wondering what would happen
if something happened to him, especially in election season. After he was hospitalized, these concerns grew and once he was discharged, people started thinking
that no
matter who wins the election, we have to keep in mind the health risks and what would
be done if the
president was incapable of serving. So what happens if a president dies or can’t serve in normal circumstances?
What happens when it’s election season?
If a candidate dies before the election, there would be a replacement candidate after the political party convenes
and decides. Currently, in our situation, since early voting is well underway with more than 2.2 million votes cast,
it is too late to change the candidate on the ballot. But if the candidate wins, there is more to consider.
If the candidate dies before the electoral vote is determined (December 14) it is not certain what is to be done. The
opposing party may bring up in court that electors should be allowed to vote for a replacement. If the candidate dies
before the Congress vote is confirmed, then the Vice President-elect becomes the president.
When a president is incapacitated, situations are a bit more complicated but have been clarified with the 25th
Amendment. Simply put, the president can say that they are unable to serve and turn over power to the vice
president till they reclaim them. For example, Ronald Reagan underwent surgery to remove cancerous polyps
and Vice President George H.W. Bush performed Reagan’s duties till he came out of surgery.
Other than that, the presidential powers can be involuntarily removed if the vice-president and a majority of cabinet secretaries tell the speaker and president pro tempore that the president can not perform their duties and the
vice-president immediately takes over. Once the president is deemed capable and they have a written declaration
that no inability exists, they can resume their duties. This was considered during the president’s impeachment
and trial, but was never acted on. In rare circumstances like the COVID-19 pandemic, we have started thinking
about worst case scenarios for the leader of our country. We know that it could mean different things based on
what has happened, so we have to trust the judgement of our government whenever we can.
he owns in debt. It was stated in
the article that the President paid
merely $750 in federal income taxes
in 2016, $750 again in 2017 when he
took office, and contributed nothing
in ten out of fifteen previous years.
The investigation led by the Times
additionally unraveled how financial
losses have contributed to Trump’s
case in not paying taxes and how
By Joylyn Gong
he owns more than $300 million
On September 27, 2020, the New in loans. It was also discovered that
York Times published an article dis- President Trump’s daughter, Ivanka
closing information of over two de- Trump, reportedly received concades of President Donald Trump’s sulting fees to eliminate how much
avoidance in paying taxes alongside money would have to be paid on the
the hundreds of millions of dollars family’s tax bill. With COVID-19

THE NEW YORK
TIMES RELEASES PRESIDENT
TRUMP’S FEDERAL INCOME
TAXES
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cases rising in the United States,
unemployment claims increasing
nationally, and the presence of
racial unrest, many are saying that
the release of President Trump’s
tax return details will further hurt
his chances of winning a second
term. Trump has since responded to
the information stating that it was
“totally fake news”, and the lawyer of
the Trump Organization has stated
that “most, if not all, of the facts
appear to be inaccurate” and added
that “over the past decade, President
Trump has paid tens of millions of
dollars in personal taxes to the federal government.”
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INTERNATIONAL NEWS
LET’S TALK ABOUT
YEMEN.
By Joylyn Gong

LIFE DISCOVERED ON
VENUS?

By Maggie Di Sanza
In early September of 2020, new chemical signs of a
potential for life have been found among our neighboring planet, Venus’s, atmosphere. Astronomers recently
found that the clouds in Venus’s atmosphere contain a
toxic gas that may be produced by bacteria. Reported
on September 14th in Nature Astronomy, chemical
signs of the gas “phosphine” were spotted in the Venusian atmosphere, suggesting that bacteria could
be present somewhere in and / or on Venus. If this
discovery proves to be true, and still no other explanations for the gas are ground, the planet next door could
be the first to display signs of extraterrestrial life.
Jane Graves of Cardiff University in Wales, explains
that “We’re not saying it’s life, we’re saying it’s a possible sign of life.” Having roughly the same mass and
size as earth, Venus is a hellish landscape, acid rain, and
crushing atmospheric pressures that make it seemingly
impossible for any form of life to inhabit. So, what exactly made astronomers think that Venus could nurture
life? On Earth, phosphine is associated with microbes.
Sanjay Limaye of our very own University of Wisconsin-Madison explains that “fifty kilometers above the
surface of Venus, the conditions are what you would
find if you walk out of your door right now. That’s a
hospitable environment for life.”
So, life was not specifically discovered on Venus yet;
but, there is an environment that can foster life on
Venus, which is no small scientific discovery.
20

Since the end of 2014, there has been civil unrest occurring in Yemen: civil war is sparking and the world’s
worst humanitarian crisis continues to develop in the
country. The Yemeni government has been in conflict with the anti-government Houthi rebels who are
controlling several territories of Yemen. In March 2015,
Saudi-Arabia and its allies began bombing Yemen and
further eroding the country’s safety and endangering the
health of millions of Yemen civilians.
Now with the severity of the COVID-19 pandemic,
24 million people are in need of aid and approximately
12 million of them are children who are suffering from
the growing hardships. Lack of healthcare has imposed
challenges for those who are also contracting diphtheria, which is an infection that can lead to heart failures
and possibly death.According to the United Nations,
children are having their childhoods stripped away
from them as 2,000 schools have been damaged by the
ongoing war. Opportunities are being taken away from,
and many are unable to live a normal life and be able
to establish close friendships. 50% of the children who
are malnourished are incapable of growing healthy, and
children are required to undergo prosthetic and orthotic
services due to permanent damages to their limbs.
Charities such as the Disasters Emergency Committee have raised approximately $39 million and aided
nearly 1.4 million people in Yemen to help the country
have sufficient food, clean water, better sanitation and
hygiene, and medical treatment. The United Nations
Children’s Fund is working to save young people with
malnutrition in the country, and helping to reopen
schools so children will be able to reach their full potential as scholars. It’s estimated that around 7.8 million
children don’t have access to education, and those a part
of UNICEF are making efforts for every individual in
Yemen to receive an education. In order for schools to
allow students to return, UNICEF is working with the
Ministry of Education to help develop plans for students
to follow. They will be supplying them with masks,
hand sanitizers, and thermometers.
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THE ARMENIAAZERBAIJAN
CONFLICT

By Anvika Annyapu
The original unresolved conflict
with Nagorno-Karabakh territory
has escalated since late September of
2020. This territory has been a cause
for tension between Armenians and
Azerbaijan since the Nagorno-Karabakh War which ended in 1994 with
a ceasefire. The territory is a part
of Azerbaijan but the majority of its
population is Armenian.
When the territory voted to be a
part of Armenia in the 1980s, the war
started and led to tens of thousands
dying and up to a million being displaced with reports of ethnic cleansing and massacres committed by both
sides. Since then, Nagorno-Karabakh
has remained a part of Azerbaijan,
but is controlled by separatist ethnic
Armenians who the Armenian government supports.
A peace treaty has never been
signed but the ceasefire has been
violated multiple times, with the
most serious incident, coincidental-

ly, occurring in 2016, when the last
presidential election took place.
On September 27, 2020, attacks on
both sides were reported. Azerbaijan
launched its offensive on Sept. 27
and made small territorial gains with
intense artillery fire and precision
drone strikes. Armenia, with limited
air defenses, failed to stop the drones,
but its troops, filled with volunteers
and conscripts, slowed the Azerbaijani advance.
They also dug trenches and killed
Azerbaijani soldiers approaching on
foot. The situation has worsened as
civilians deal with COVID-19 and
safety measures with cases passing
106,000 in the area.
Armenia has a mutual defense
alliance with Russia while Azerbaijan
is allied with Turkey. This conflict
could pit the two countries against
each other and expand the issue.
Though Russia is trying to mediate
between its two allies, if it doesn’t intervene, it could be a signal of weakness, but if it does then it could mean
that Russia loses its role as mediator
and Azerbaijan has closer ties with
Turkey.
On October 17th, a truce was
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negotiated between the two countries with France as the mediator to
allow bodies to be collected and to
exchange prisoners. A week earlier,
a ceasefire brokered by Russia had
been reached but violations were
reported and both sides accused each
other; similarly, the truce on October
17th broke a day later and both sides
continued fighting. Already around
500 people have been killed from
fighting and some were civilians.
In the second largest city in Azerbaijan, Ganja, 14 people were killed
on October 17th and a day earlier,
the capital of Nagorno-Karabakh,
Stepanakert, had also been attacked
overnight.
We can’t determine what this
conflict will lead to, but unfortunately, war is a possibility we need
to watch out for and the fact that it
could spread to include neighboring
countries this time. Civilians are being majorly affected by these events
as their daily lives have been interrupted and they have to deal with a
pandemic. All we can do is hope for
a successful ceasefire, truce or a fair
peace treaty to be signed, and provide
aid however we can.
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ARTS & ENTERTAINMENT
BELOVED SIT-COM
SCHITT’S CREEK
COMES TO AN END

By Maggie Di Sanza
Recently, the sixth and final season of Canadian
comedy Schitt’s Creek was released on Netflix, and
the world was both appeased and disappointed with
the monumental series’ closure. Created by and
starring Eugene Levy, Schitt’s Creek told the story
of a previously wealthy family of four who lost their
fortune and were forced to move to the undesirable, cheap, small town of Schitt’s Creek. (Yes… you
heard that correctly). The Rose family, composed of
father Johnny Rose, a former businessman, mother
Moira Rose, a retired actress, and children David
and Alexis rose both in their twenties. As the family
station themselves in Schitt’s Creek, they stay at a
shabby motel where Johnny eventually becomes the
co-owner and manager.
Season six of Schitt’s Creek encompassed everything that the fan base appreciated about the
show to begin with: A witty sense of blunt humor,
interesting yet heartfelt familial dynamics, and plot
twists and turns that no one saw coming. The most
notable feature of the sixth season was its finale episode, where everything uniquely comes to a close,
one that was not foreseen at the very beginning of
the series. The Roses had achieved every ambition
that they had set for themselves upon initially losing
their wealth. Johnny, Moira, and Alexis planned on
moving to the Big Apple to continue their recently
expanding motel franchise. Moira, recently starring
in the fictional film The Crows Have Eyes 3 wasa
beginning the second debut of her acting career, and
Alexis had an established career as a publicist seeking to expand her base in New York City.
Schitt’s Creek - as cheesy and somewhat predictable as it may be - is a heartwarming show that
never failed to make me laugh.
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THE CROODS: A NEW AGE
MOVIE PREVIEW

By Emmie Digon
After seven years, the Croods is releasing a second movie on November 25th. In the first movie, the prehistoric
Croods family showed their hunting ways and how important it is to stick to family. It also demonstrated how change
is an unknown territory that many fear. When Guy, a
more evolved caveman, who is voiced by Ryan Reynolds,
destroys their home, family conflicts arise and new relationships form. After Guy proved himself to the family,
especially Grug, who is voiced by Nicolas Cage, the family
continued with their journey. In the new Croods movie, a
New Age, they search for a perfect home and cross paths
with a new family, the Bettermans. The name itself shows
that the rival family thinks highly of themselves. Despite
their different values and living environments, the two
families share similarities. When the two families meet,
Eep, who is voiced by Emma Stone, becomes close friends
with Dawn, the daughter of the Bettermans, who is voiced
by Kelly Marie Tran. When they spend more time together, Dawn becomes fascinated with Eep’s hunting scars and
Eep learns that Dawn is just like her before she met Guy.
For that reason, Eep wants to help Dawn explore the world
and get out of the home she has lived in her whole life.
While friendships formed, things are still tense between
the Croods and the Bettermans. Change is fearful, so it will
be interesting to see how the Crood family will adjust to
the lifestyle of the Bettermans and vice versa. If you want
to find out what else happens and want to watch a comedy
film with friends and family, watch The Croods: A New
Age on Netflix on November 25th.
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EQUALITY IN CLASSICAL MUSIC

By Ava Kenney
As the universal language, music is a powerful tool that connects people emotionally and culturally. Unfortunately, some inequalities remain among aspects of classical music, especially through minority race and gender
underrepresentation. These inequalities have nothing to do with the abilities of the musicians themselves. Rather,
they have rooted from labels and restrictions that society has placed on certain groups of people.
Numerous studies and statistics have shown how women are far less represented than men in a variety of classical
music careers. According to statistics from BBC Proms, an annual festival for orchestral classical music, only 6.45%
of the composers that were represented in the performances were female. In 2019, this percentage increased to
19%, which is a step towards their goal of 50% women compositions by 2022. Likewise, the percentage of orchestral conductors who are women is exceptionally low, ranging from 6% in Europe to 10% in the U.S.
Another major issue among classical music is racial inequality. “The classical music world is not very inclusive
and I suspect there are wider issues here, like unconscious racism and class” says Eleanor Alberga, a Jamacian modern composer. Through a 2014 study of British Orchestras orchestras, it was found that only 1.7% had black and
minority ethnicities. Also, as stated by Afa Dworkin, the Artistic Director of the Sphinx Organization, less than 1%
of repertoire performed by orchestras is written by composers of color.
One way that you can contribute to classical music equality is exploring the work by those who have been unacknowledged. According to Dr. Christina Scharff in her article, Equality and Diversity in the Classical Music Profession, “Bringing inequalities out into the open is important in light of their wider unspeakability” (Scharff 18).
Also, familiarize yourself with organizations that advocate social justice among classical music,
where you will learn more about equality in classical music and discover incredible musicians
who have been demeaned. Here are a few organizations that you can look into: The Sphinx
Organization works towards social justice and diversity in the arts by providing musicians
of minority ethnicities with opportunities for education, performing, and leadership. On
their website, you can explore their mission and listen to a variety of performances.
Music by Black Composers is an organization created by violinist Rachel Barton Pine
that promotes diversity in classical music by making music by Black composers
available to everyone. To hear recordings of some of this music, check out the
Music by Black Composers website. Luna Composition Lab is an organization through the Kaufman Music Center in New York that guides young
composers who identify as female, non-binary or gender non-conforming through mentorship, performances, masterclasses, and several other
opportunities. You can hear some of their compositions on their website
and on Kaufman Music Center’s Youtube.

LET HIM GO
MOVIE
PREVIEW

By Emmie Digon
This movie is based on the novel
“Let Him Go”, which was written by
Larry Watson in 2013 and directed
by Thomas Bezucha. Starring Kevin
Costner, who plays George Blackledge and Diane Lane, who plays
Margaret Blackledge, this movie is a
drama and mystery film. After their

son’s death, George and Margaret
are filled with grief. When they
learn that their grandson is in the
hands of a dangerous family, they
leave their home in Montana and
go to Dakota to save their grandson.
Unfortunately for them, it is not
going to be easy. Their son’s now
widow wife, Lorna blackledge, who
is played by Kayli Carter, fears for
her son’s and her own life due to the
knowledge of how vicious the Weboy family can be. However, George
and Margaret will not back down
www.jmmswordandshield.com

without a fight. George is a retired
sheriff and Margaret is a stubborn
woman, willing to do anything to
rescue their grandson. The only
questions is, will that be enough?
This crime thriller will have you at
the edge of your seat, leaving you
in anticipation. At the same time,
it will show you heartfelt scenes in
terms of family and grieving over
loved one’s deaths. This movie will
release on November 6, so make
sure to watch it if you enjoy mysteries and thrillers.
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ENOLA HOLMES

By Jassi Chahal
Enola Holmes is a film that was released on September 23rd, 2020 on Netflix. This movie is based
off of one of Nancy Springer’s mystery novels. It
focuses on the story of Sherlock Holmes’ younger
sister, Enola Holmes. The cast consists of many
well known names throughout Hollywood. Millie
Bobby Brown as Enola Holmes, Henry Cavill as
Sherlock Holmes, Sam Clafin as Mycroft Holmes,
Helena Bonham Carter as Eudoria Holmes, and
the recently introduced Louis Partridge as Lord
Tewksbury. This film has been well-received by
numerous viewers, especially the younger generations.
The story focuses on Enola, who lives with her
mother alone, with both of her brothers, Sherlock and Mycroft, moving out and on with their
professional lives. On Enola’s sixteenth birthday,
her mother goes missing. This causes her brothers to return home to figure out where she went.
Enola was raised by her mother to be intelligent,
independent, and brave, and because of this, sets
out to search for her mother’s whereabouts. With
her eldest brother Mycroft disapproving of their
mother’s actions and the way Enola has turned out,
he goes out to find her, and have her sent to a girls
boarding school, believing she needs a real education to become a proper lady. At first, Sherlock
believes this as well, but soon observes she is very
similar to him and seeks to help her. Enola, on the
run from both of her brothers, meets young Lord
Tewksbury, on the run from his family due to an
assasination attempt. Together, they both learn of
the mysteries they intend to solve.
If you have around two hours, make sure to give
this film a watch! It is promising to be an enjoyable
film to fill your time.
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IN-PERSON WYSO COHORTS’ START DATE
PUSHED TO OCTOBER
31ST

By Jessica Jiang
WYSO, or the Wisconsin Youth Symphony Orchestras,
has moved from the George L Mosse Humanities Building on UW-Madison’s campus to McFarland High School.
WYSO members were kept updated throughout the process
of moving all WYSO materials and instruments to their new
home. Because of the pandemic, members were not able to
see the new WYSO building during the usual start date in
September. Instead, WYSO formulated a plan with social
distancing measures for its members to be able to collaborate in person. Winds and brass players started on September 5th with outdoor rehearsals under a tent with proper
social distancing and instrument covers to limit the number
of aerosols emitted.
String instruments were set to start small cohorts of
about 15 people on October 17th in the McFarland classrooms. However, on October 10th, WYSO revealed updated
policies on the part of the McFarland School District that
prevented WYSO from being able to take place. That disappointment did not last too long, however; WYSO was able
to work with Edgewood College to make arrangements to
host the cohorts. Starting on October 31st, WYSO cohorts
began to meet in person with social distancing at Edgewood.
Cohorts will continue to rehearse at Edgewood until McFarland allows the musicians to hold practices in the school.
These details were discussed on October 17th, when cohorts
met with their leaders over Zoom to discuss music, logistics,
and next steps.
WYSO also began finalizing the details for the Chamber
Music Program. The current plan consists of groups meeting at host homes with social distancing measures.
WYSO predicts that concerts will be held online on some
sort of streaming platform. These would either be recorded in advance or performed live. The logistics for concerts
are not quite yet confirmed, but there can be no doubt that
whatever solution WYSO finds, its members will be able to
make and share music of quality no less than that of the full
orchestras.
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STARBUCKS DRINKS: FALL ADDITIONS!

By Amy Yao and Emily Cai
Leaves have been changing colors, people have been buying pumpkins, and Starbucks has been stocking up on
seasonal autumn drinks! Here are our personal reviews of four of their popular fall drinks. To preface, Amy is a
frappuccino and all things sweet lover, or in other words, dislikes actual coffee, and Emily prefers bitter drinks
and can’t handle too much sweetness, so there’ll be opinions from both perspectives!
Salted Caramel Mocha Frappuccino
Amy: It’s a very sweet blend of toffee! The whipped
cream with caramel sauce dripping is just absolutely gorgeous. I prefer warmer drinks during colder
weather, but there is also the option of just getting
the mocha, which is warm and has this nice chocolate
underlying taste. (7/10)
Emily: For someone that dislikes very sweet things,
the toffee flavor is a little too much. I think it’s pretty balanced between the milk and caramel taste, but
I don’t like that it’s more of a toasted sweetness than
straight up sugar. (6/10)

Caramel Apple Spice
Amy: I personally think it’s sweet and perfectly warm,
especially for the cold, fall season. It tastes similar
to apple juice/cider and homemade applesauce, and
is definitely my favorite one out of all of the drinks.
There’s this cinnamon that complements it and both
Emily and I were fighting to drink more. There’s no
milk inside for non dairy friends, and overall warms
the soul, perfect for the colder weather (especially in
Wisconsin!). I could go on and on forever about how
delicious it is and I will for sure buy this again. (12/10)
Emily: This drink is just glorified apple cider but
sweeter than the kind you’ll get at other places. Although it’s not very interesting, it’s very addictive
because of the sweetness. This usually comes with
whipped cream but we didn’t order that, and I honestly
believe the creaminess would not compliment the apple
flavor well. (9.5/10)

Pumpkin Spice Frappuccino
Amy: Unpopular opinion, but I really disliked it.
Although I love the cinnamon scent and the whipped
cream on top, I personally don’t like the pumpkin
flavoring since it was nothing like pumpkin! It has this
bitter aftertaste and I wouldn’t recommend it. I couldn’t
even finish it since it was so mediocre and lacking in
flavor. (1/10)
Emily: It’s not very sweet, but the milk does add some
sweetness. The pumpkin flavor is not as strong as I
expected and the whipped cream only has some cinnamon, which makes it underwhelming in terms of
flavor. I would say that this drink didn’t live up to the
hype and the flavor will probably only appeal to a specific group of people. (3/10)
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ADD SPICE TO YOUR FESTIVITY WITH PUMPKIN SPICE
HOT CHOCOLATE (FT. HOMEMADE PUMPKIN SPICE!)

By Amina Waheed
Did you know that you can make pumpkin spice at home?
That’s right, you no longer have to go all the way to Starbuck to
satisfy your autumn cravings. Instead, this homemade pumpkin
spice can be used in dishes and drinks all year! The super simple
recipe is below. I also advise you to grind your spices very fine, if
they’re not ground for you. You can do this with a coffee grinder
By Julianna Baldo
or a mortar and pestle. If you grind your own spices for this recWhen I finally decided to register for a
ipe, you can put them through a sifter or strainer to ensure there
Disney
Plus account, one of the first shows I
are no large pieces.
watched was The Mandalorian. This fun and
Homemade Pumpkin Spice:
fast-paced look into the world of Star Wars
Ingredients (for 5 tbsp of pumpkin spice):
is one of the most popular shows on the
3 tbsp ground cinnamon
platform. It ended its captivating first season
2 tsp ground ginger
with an impressive 93% on Rotten Tomatoes,
2 tsp ground nutmeg
a film and tv critic website. New episodes
1 tsp ground cloves
to start off the second season will premiere
1 tsp ground cassia (if you have it)
Finely grind all spices and whisk together. Store in an airtight October 30th.
The Mandalorian follows the aptly named
jar or container.
Mandalorian,
a member of an intergalactic
Of course, the possibilities are endless, but here’s one way you
race of warriors and bounty hunters from
can make your pumpkin spice into a festive holiday treat.
the planet Mandalore. In the first episodes
Pumpkin Spice Hot Chocolate
Ingredients (for 2 servings-feel free to double or triple as needed): of season one, the Mandalorian is assigned
1 ½ tbsp unsweetened cocoa powder (Dutch processed if possible) to capture a baby that appears to be the same
species as Yoda from the original Star Wars
1 ½ cups of milk (whole, 2%, vegan: choose your own adventure
movies. The rest of the season follows the
here)
About 3 oz (½ cup) of roughly chopped good quality chocolate, or Mandalorian and ‘Baby Yoda (as fans of the
show have dubbed him)’ as they travel across
chocolate chips
the galaxy, trying to avoid the Guild and the
1 ½ tbsp sugar (or sweetener of your choice)
soldiers who originally put the bounty on
1 tbsp pumpkin spice + a little more for dusting (recipe above)
Baby Yoda. Season one ends with a cliffA little less than ½ cup of water
Splash of half-and-half, heavy whipping cream, or oat milk cream- hanger questioning the Mandalorian’s safety,
and Season two promises to continue his
er
journey as he searches for answers about the
For the hot chocolate:
Bring the water to a simmer in a saucepan over medium-high mysterious identity of the organization trying
to capture Baby Yoda. Several fan favorites
heat. Whisk in the cocoa powder and pumpkin spice until there
are no lumps. (Use a silicone whisk instead of a metal whisk if you are slated to make an appearance, including
the franchise’s original bounty hunter Boba
have one). Add the milk and simmer once again. Add the sugar
Fett and jedi Ahsoka Tano from the animatand chocolate, and whisk until the chocolate has melted and the
ed Clone War series. In order to find out
mixture is smooth. This will take about 5 minutes. Turn off the
heat, pour into 2 mugs, add a splash of creamer of choice, and top what else season two holds, make sure to put
it in your calendar that the first episode is set
with dollops of homemade whipped cream. Dust with pumpkin
to premiere October 30th on Disney Plus.
spice or cocoa powder if desired.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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TYPES OF APPLES AND HOW
THEY ARE
BEST EATEN

By Sophia Jiang
Red Delicious
The Red Delicious first grew on a farm in Peru, Iowa in 1872.
Best grown in the Northern U.S., the Red Delicious tree is
adaptable and productive, making it the most widely grown
apple in the United States. Because of its sweet and juicy flavor,
it’s no surprise that the Red Delicious is well-liked by many. The
Red Delicious is best for eating fresh.
Gravenstein
Gravensteins originated in Europe and arrived in the U.S. during the
1820s. These large, tart apples ripen over many weeks, which makes
them unpopular commercially but good for home growers. The Gravenstein
is excellent for sauce and pies.
McIntosh
As a dominant commercial apple in eastern Canada and New England, the McIntosh is a favored apple among
those who prefer tart flavored apples. The first tree was grown around 1811 on John McIntosh’s farm in Matilda,
Ontario. It spread after 1870, but wasn’t widely grown until the 20th century. McIntoshes are thick-skinned, tender-fleshed, tart apples that are ideal for sauce and eating fresh.
Granny Smith
The Granny Smith was a chance seedling that grew in Marie Smith’s garden during the 1860s. These tart, crisp,
and juicy apples require long growing seasons and are grown in the West Coast. Granny Smith Apples are great for
baking, sauces, and pies.
Fuji
The Fuji apple was grown in Fujisaki, Japan, in the 1930s, and was marketed in 1962. This sweet, juicy, and crisp
apple has pink specks that flush over a yellow-green background. Fujis are commonly grown in the northern hemisphere in countries such as China, Japan, and the U.S. The Fuji apple is wonderful for eating fresh, sauce, pies, and
salads.
Honey Crisp
The Honey Crisp was developed in the 1960s introduced in the 1990s. These came from a long line of apples developed by the University of Minnesota. Their yellow green color topped with red and pink flush along with a crisp,
juicy, and sweet flavor make it a commercial favorite. These apples are marvelous for baking, salads, sauce, pie, and
eating fresh.

MACY’S THANKSGIVING DAY PARADE

By Grace LeCaire
For the past 94 years, Macy’s has enchanted us with its annual Thanksgiving Day Parade. But with the pandemic
going on, Macy’s will have to alter some of its traditions. This year, for the first time in the parade’s history, it will
be television-only. We have had the option to see the parade through VR for a couple of years now, first with the
“Verizon 360° Live: Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade” on Youtube, but never television-only. And this isn’t the
only change being made to the parade this year.
Instead of traveling their usual 2.5 mile long route, the parade will be staged and recorded in Herald Square over
the course of two days. Spectators won’t be lining the streets, and the total number of participants will be decreased
by around 75%. Those who are there will be socially distanced, and wearing masks and extra protection depending
on their parade roles.
Along with attendance, there will also be changes made to the balloons and performances. This year, to keep the
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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participants safe, the balloons will be held by five, specially equipped vehicles with framework approved by the
NYPD. And instead of having music being played by high school and college marching bands from around the
country, the parade will feature local professional marching bands. The schools that were supposed to have played
this year will get the chance to perform next year in the 2021 parade.
Even though multiple changes have been made to the parade this year, you will still be able to get that warm,
nostalgic feeling when you watch it. So, I urge you to tune in on Thursday, November 26th from 9:00 a.m. to 12:00
p.m. to watch The 94th Annual Macy’s Thanksgiving Day Parade.

NOVEMBER POETRY
COLUMN

NOVEMBER PLAYLIST

By Emmie Digon
The leaves are still changing colors, the wind is
blowing, and it’s been a rainy month. Now that it is
November, Thanksgiving is getting closer, so here are
some songs to remind you that you are surrounded by
blessings and supported by loved ones.
- Something Just Like This by Coldplay, The Chainsmokers
- Better Place by Rachel Platten
- Happiest Year by Jaymes Young
- Stay With Me by Sam Smith
- Lucky by Jason Mraz, Colbie Caillat
- Best Friend by Jason Mraz
- Life is Wonderful by Jason Mraz
- What a Wonderful World by Louis Armstrong
- Grateful by Rita Ora
- Thank You by Dido
- Without You by David Guetta, Usher
- First Day of my Life by Bright Eyes
- The Fall by Imagine Dragons
- November Song by Life of Dillon
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By Julianna Baldo and Emmie Digon
November Blessings
The present is in front of me and I will treasure it completely.
Waking up with a roof over my head,
Surrounded by friends and family.
The short greetings and conversations said
May not seem like much, but I appreciate them tremendously.
The way the sun shines and how the leaves fall,
Never seizes to amaze me.
The feeling of comfort and security,
Continues to protect me.
November is the month to be reminded of your many
blessings.
Be thankful for what you have and cherish it in every
way.
You never know if it will all disappear one day.
Fall
Summer has its vibrant charms
and stage-light bright colors
Spring is sweet and happy
with a new peeking surprise every square foot
The icicle prisms
and blank pages of snowy lawns of winter are nice
But right now, I’m grateful for fall.
Not too warm, cool enough for your nose and fingertips
To sting just enough to catch your attention
Everywhere I look is a pastel painting of warm earthy
tones
Projected up against the piercing sky
And the echoing, comfortingly repetitive calls of the
birds returning home
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APPLES AND
PUMPKINS ALL FALL

PINECONE TURKEY
CRAFT!

MADISON’S ONLY
HAUNTED HOUSE?

NOVEMBER COMIC

By Caleigh Christy
Fall brings the promise of warm nights by the fire,
hot cups of apple cider and the smell of pumpkin pie
filling the air. However, to make this autumn dream
a reality, you have to have your supplies at the ready.
Madison is surrounded by great locations for apple
picking, plentiful pumpkin patches, and classic fall
treats. Some fan favorites include:
Eplegaarden (Fitchburg)
Treinen Farms (Lodi)
Eugster’s Farm Market (Stoughton)
Appleberry Farm (Cross Plains)
Schuster’s Farm (Deerfield)
Sutter’s Ridge (Mt. Horeb)
Enchanted Valley Acres (Cross Plains)
Most are open all week, with longer hours on the
weekends so you still have plenty of time to go out
and get your fall necessities before winter arrives!
Don’t wait too long though since we all know that
Wisconsin has a tendency to bring us snow sooner
than expected!

By Jessica Jiang
Materials needed:
Pinecones
Colored felt (or a substitute like colored paper or cloth)
Feathers/beads/decoration of your choice
Googly eyes
Glue (use hot glue for best results)
Scissors
Instructions:
- Cut out the head for the turkey from your felt or felt
substitute. This should be shaped almost like a spoon with
a 1.5 to 2 inch long handle for a neck (see the website at
the end for templates).
- Cut out the outline of the feathers from your felt or felt
substitute. You can either draw these and cut to your own
choosing (tracing your hand and cutting that out helps!) or
you can use the templates from the website. Cut outlines
of different sizes for more texture and variability.
- Glue the feather outline layers together from smallest to
largest.
Add any feathers, beads, or decorative elements of your
choice to the feathers.
- Glue the base of the pinecone onto the smallest feather
outline layer.
- Add googly eyes and a felt beak to your head outline.
- Glue the neck of the turkey in between two layers of
pinecone scales so that the head hangs down with the
googly eyes facing you.
- Cut and glue two felt legs onto the bottom of the pinecone.
- Let any glue dry.

By Natali Rodencirch
By Lavenia Vulpal
On October 2nd, Madison’s only haunted house,
‘Breese Screamins Field’ was opened up to the public.
Public Health Madison and Dane County approved a
safety plan formed by the haunted house organizers.
This safety plan came with many precautions and
requirements to abide to. Anyone who wanted to
attend had to first buy limited tickets online for 19$
each. Groups were not allowed to arrive more than
five minutes prior to the start of their reservation
time. In addition, masks and social distancing were
required at all times in the stadium, and sanitation
stations were placed throughout the haunted “house”.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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HOROSCOPES
By Caleigh Christy

Libra (Sep
23 - Oct 22):
You’ll feel a lot
of rage this month and
you’ll want to release it
on someone close to you.
Be careful in this regard
because you’ll regret it
when you calm down.
After this anger passes,
you’ll be more thankful
for what you have and
gain a sense of peace.

Scorpio (Oct 23
- Nov 21): This
month you’ll
realize that your
romantic endeavors have
paid off and you may have
found the one. Following
this, you’ll be ready to
access your inner strength
and take care of things for
yourself.

Saggittarius (Nov
22 - Dec 21): You’re
going to feel great
about yourself this
month, and you should take
that confidence in stride.
Anything you want to
accomplish is well within
your grasp - be bold and take
risks, they’ll pay off!

Capricorn
(Dec 22 - Jan
19): You’ll
see increased
strength in your relationships, but you may feel
the urge to keep things
more private than before.
Follow your feelings
and take time behind
the scenes to keep this
strength going.

Aquarius
(Jan 20 - Feb
18): You have
a lot of plans, but with
the right drive you’ll be
able to accomplish all of
them. You’ll get what you
want, but you still need
to figure out what that is.
You’ll keep second guessing yourself, but push
through regardless of any
confusion.

Pisces (Feb
19 - March 20):
If you’ve been
experiencing
any setbacks or frustrations, worry no more! This
month will give you time
to sort out any issues you
may have been experiencing and will open up an
opportunity for success.

Aries (March 21
- April 19):
This is a major
money month for
you Aries. Any work you’ve
been putting towards
money will be paid in full.
Push your talents to help
you achieve this and you’ll
gain motivation as you go.
As long as you put in the
effort, riches will be sent
your way.

Taurus (April
20 - May 20):
This will be a
very eventful
month in terms of your
relationship. Address any
concerns you may have
with your partner and
don’t forget your own
worth. Now is the time to
decide if this person really
is the best for you. Build
yourself up first.

Gemini (May 21
- June 20): You
want to make sure
your love life is
full of harmony and good
vibes this month. Even
if it means sacrificing a
part of yourself, find the
compromises you need
so you can push forwards
with your own goals.
This month is all about
positivity.

Cancer (June
21 - July 22): A
major blowout is
going to happen in a close
relationship this month,
but don’t worry. Instead,
see it as a positive for yourself. Wherever the conflict
is, it was holding you back
from your own ambitions.
Push forward and leave
negativity behind.

Leo (July 23 Aug 22): This
month your
professional goals
will be within your sights.
You’ll experience a sense
of fulfillment throughout
the month, and leave stress
behind in your career goals.
You may even receive an
honor or award for your
hard work.

Virgo (Aug
23 - Sep 22): Although your domestic life seems
a bit rough at
the moment, a new sense
of unity and peace is
headed your way. Your
strained relationships will
begin to heal and you can
focus on whoever you
have your eye on.
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SPORTS
LEBRON LEADS LAKERS TO NBA TITLE

By Sanjay Palta-Hill
LeBron James led the Los Angeles Lakers to a 106-93 victory over the Miami Heat in Game 6 of the NBA
Finals. LeBron’s fourth ring marked the Lakers 17th championship in franchise history, tying the Boston Celtics
for the most ever. Averaging a near 30-point triple-double in the series, LeBron James took home the Finals MVP
with superstar teammate Anthony Davis a close competitor. On the losing end, the Heat will make the short trip
back to Miami after their remarkable playoff run ended in a 4-2 series loss.
The Lakers were one of the
favorites to win the championship from the beginning of
the season. After trading most
of the team’s assets for superstar forward Anthony Davis
in the offseason, Los Angeles
rolled through the regular
season with the best record
in the Eastern Conference.
LeBron’s leadership and Davis’
raw talent led the Lakers.
With centers Dwight Howard
and Javale McGee emerging as
threats, the team used its sheer
size and inside domination to
steamroll through the playoffs
and into the Finals.
The Miami Heat’s path to
the Finals was much different
than the Lakers. The Heat was
bound to make a playoff run,
especially in a depleted Eastern Conference with only a
few teams as contenders. Few,
however, could have predicted
the fifth-seeded Miami Heat
going to the Finals. Miami
swept Indiana in the opening round of the playoffs,
but the team declared itself a
true contender after handing
a gentleman’s sweep to the
Milwaukee Bucks, a top team
led by MVP Giannis Antetokounmpo. Jimmy Butler served
as the team’s leader, but Tyler
Herro, Duncan Robinson, and
Bam Adebayo also proved to
be key role players that were
responsible for the team’s
success. The Heat defeated the
Boston Celtics in six games in
the Eastern Conference Finals
and set off to take on LeBron
for the championship. H
Despite the teams seeming to be fairly evenly-matched, the Lakers dominated Game 1 of the NBA Finals. To
make matters worse, the Heat lost Goran Dragic and Bam Adebayo to injuries, the former of which would not
return to contribute significantly for the rest of the series due to a foot injury. The Lakers won the second game
by double-digits and took a commanding 2-0 series lead. The Heat desperately won game three, but the Lakers
took Game 4 to put the Heat on the brink of elimination. After losing Game 5, LeBron James put an end to the
Heat’s incredible run, leading Los Angeles to victory with a 28-point triple-double and earning the Finals MVP.
The Game 6 victory marked his fourth NBA championship and the Lakers’ 17th. The Lakers’ title was made all
the more meaningful following the death of Lakers legend Kobe Bryant earlier this year. The adversity faced after
the onset of the pandemic and the creation of an NBA bubble also added meaning to the trophy. At the age of 35,
LeBron James’ excellence strengthens his case against Michael Jordan to be considered the greatest time. With an
all-worldly teammate in Anthony Davis, more championships lie ahead for LeBron and Los Angeles.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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CLUB SOCCER CARRIES
ON DESPITE SETBACKS

By Nolan Sullivan
In soccer, international breaks are a period of time in
between club campaigns set aside by FIFA, the governing
body of the sport, in which certain players head home to
play matches with their national teams. In the midst of this
month’s break, news broke that one of the world’s most
influential athletes, Cristiano Ronaldo, had tested positive
for COVID-19. Many big names in and around the sport
began questioning whether or not the games should’ve
been played and the impact they could have on public
safety. While talking about the complexity of the situation
and keeping players safe, England national team manager,
Gareth Southgate, called it a “very difficult moral maze”.
While it’s likely that no competitions will be canceled as a
result of this outbreak, the situation should open the eyes
of soccer associations around the world and remind them
that there is still a risk being taken by playing games.
The 2020-21 UEFA Champions League is starting up
this month with the first matches of the group stage being
played, and many fans are greatly anticipating a matchup
coming out of Group G. It will be Spain’s FC Barcelona
against Italy’s Juventus, or as many are really saying, Messi
vs Ronaldo. The last time these two legends played head to
head was in 2018, when Ronaldo was still on Real Madrid,
in a game in which both players scored. Regardless of the
outcome, everyone can agree that they are both easily two
of the best players to step foot onto a soccer field.
In Group A of the competition, the defending champions, Germany’s FC Bayern Munich, look to continue their
reign on European club soccer. After a convincing 1-0 in
last year’s final against France’s PSG, the team led by star
striker Robert Lewandowski is destined for another long
run in this year’s tournament. Over in Group D, English
Premier League Champions, Liverpool, also look to return
to the podium after being dethroned as champions last
year. However, after losing arguably the world’s best defender, Virgil Van Dijk, to injury, things aren’t looking as
promising for them.
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IGA SWIATEK CLAIMS
HER FIRST MAJOR
GRAND SLAM TITLE

By Sophia Jiang
19-year old Iga Swiatek from Poland faced off
against 21-year-old American Sofia Kenin in the
2020 Roland Garros Women’s final. Although unseeded, Swiatek dominated in matches against many
tough, high ranked players, winning in straight sets
and achieving one 6-1 set win in each round. Kenin,
who won the Australian Open in February, was
seeded no. 4 and also faced many challenges along
the way, including an injured leg.
When Swiatek and Kenin finally faced off, Swiatek started with an early 3-0 lead, winning 12 of
the first 15 points, delivering 4 winners, and making
no unforced errors. Although things were looking
good for Swiatek, Kenin managed to grab 3 more
games, making the score tied at 3-3. However, this
didn’t stop Swiatek. With her strong baseline play,
sharp angles, and mental toughness, Swiatek won
the first set 6-4. Kenin broke Swiatek’s serve and led
1-0 in the second set. Unfortunately, Kenin’s hampered leg prevented her from moving properly, and
Swiatek’s excellent play allowed Swiatek to re-break
Kenin and get another early lead. And with ease, Iga
Swiatek grabbed yet another 6-1 set win, claiming
the title for the 2020 Roland Garros, becoming the
first Polish tennis player to win a major singles title.
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NFL: COVID
CASES, INJURIES, AND
MORE.

By Tanay Desai
The NFL has taken a few punches
from Covid-19 but has held strong
so far. The league has had to make
some schedule changes that have
resulted in football on odd days. In
Week 5, the Buffalo Bills traveled
to Nashville to play the Tennessee
Titans. This was the second NFL
game played on a Tuesday night in
70 years. On October 11th, 8 games
were moved and 6 teams had their
bye weeks changed. While the virus
has had some effect on the games,
injuries have significantly hampered
the league. Most recently, the Dallas
Cowboys Star Quarterback Dak
Prescott suffered a gruesome ankle
injury in the third quarter of their
game against the New York Giants
and is out for the year. Other notable injuries include Browns running
back Nick Chubb, Chargers running
back Austin Ekeler, Giants run-

ning back Saquon Barkley, Broncos
Linebacker Von Miller, Cardinals
Linebacker Chandler Jones, and
49ers cornerback Richard Sherman.
Through 6 weeks of the NFL season,
the contenders and pretenders have
not separated themselves. Earlier,
the Buffalo Bills were thought to be
a top tier AFC team. However, over
the last two week the Bills have
performed poorly and have dropped
two games. A silver lining for the
Bills is that they lost their two games
to the two teams at the top of the
AFC: the Kansas City Chiefs and
the Tennessee Titans. The latter of
the two had an impressive performance from Running back Derrick
Henry, who ran for 212 yards in an
overtime win against the Houston
Texans. Speaking of the Texans,
they join the 2020 coaching carousel
after firing Head Coach and General
Manager Bill O’Brien. The other
member of the 2020-2021 coaching
carousel is the Atlanta Falcons. Head
Coach Dan Quinn was fired after a
five-season stint in Atlanta, where
he led the Falcons to one super bowl
berth (the infamous 28-3 game).

Next on the list of potential head
coaching vacancies is the New York
Jets, the only winless team in the
league. Jets coach Adam Gase has
even taken heat from his Defensive
Coordinator Gregg Williams for
being unable to stay on the field.
Of course, whichever team finishes
with the worst record will pick 1st
in the 2021 NFL Draft and win the
right to draft Clemson Quarterback.
In the NFC the playoff picture seems
to be much murkier with many
competitive teams. The NFC North
is led by the Green Bay Packers and
Chicago Bears who each have one
loss. The NFC South has three teams
that could compete for a playoff
spot: the New Orleans Saints, Tampa Bay Buccaneers, and the Carolina
Panthers. The NFC West looks to
be the NFC’s best with all four teams
potentially having a competitive record. Super Bowl 54 runner up San
Francisco beat the LA Rams in week
six positioning themselves for a run
at second in the NFC. Meanwhile,
the NFC East is the NFC’s least with
all three teams carrying a losing
record.

LOCAL HIGH SCHOOL
SPORTS NEWS

By Tanay Desai
Unfortunately for Big 8 athletes, the conference
announced they would postpone its winter season. This comes during the peak of the fall sports
season, which the Big 8 also postponed. Fortunately for High School athletes some areas may
allow practices, workouts may occur in the future,
but nothing has been confirmed so far. Schools
hope for some relief for winter sports athletes just
as the fall season sports will receive. Public health
experts will stay in touch with area high schools to
let them know the latest news and recommended
actions. The Big 8 will have their next announcement on November 4th.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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COLLEGE FOOTBALL AND BADGERS FOOTBALL

By Sanjay Palta-Hill and Tanay Desai
The Wisconsin Badgers will begin their season this Friday at
7 pm. The Badgers will face off against the Fighting Illini, one
of the three teams to beat the Badgers last year. During
a practice in early October Wisconsin Quarterback Jack
Coan, more affectionately known as the “Long Island
Laser”, broke his foot. As a result, redshirt freshman Graham Mertz will man the offense. Mertz is the highest-rated quarterback in Wisconsin history. Coming out of Blue
Valley High School in Mission, Kansas, Mertz was the thirdranked quarterback in the class of 2019. Badger fans have not been
this
excited for a quarterback since the days of current NFL MVP frontrunner Russell Wilson. Mertz will have a running back tandem of Garrett Groshek and Nakia Watson. While Groshek has primarily
been used as a third-down back in years past, his role may increase this year. The Badgers have high expectations
for the year and hope to compete for the National Championship.
The Badgers will start the season ranked 15th in the AP Top 25 Poll. Perennial contenders in Clemson, Alabama, Notre Dame, Georgia, and Ohio State round out the top five on the list. Florida, Miami, and BYU have
also emerged as high-caliber teams, but Clemson and Alabama have made it very clear that they are on another
level from the rest of college football.
Led by an NFL top draft pick prospect in quarterback Trevor Lawrence, Clemson has blown out opponents en
route to a 5-0 start to its season. The team’s running back, Travis Etienne, has also fueled the team’s success, but
Clemson’s strength lies in its sheer talent and depth. Clemson outmatches opponents at nearly every position,
and it showed in its 73-7 route of Georgia Tech. Clemson is a clear favorite to make the College Football Playoff,
as no other team in the ACC seems to be able to come even close to competing with the Tigers.
Alabama has also taken control of the SEC. Coached by Nick Saban, Alabama boasts an overpowering lineup
of size, speed, and versatility. Quarterbacked by Mac Jones, Alabama has averaged 48.5 points through its first
four games of the season. The team’s success, however, has been helped greatly by the efforts of running back
Najee Harris. Harris has rushed for nearly 500 yards and 11 touchdowns in the team’s first four games. It should
be noted that Alabama has been playing against quality teams. Alabama’s most recent victory was an impressive
41-24 pounding of a #3 Georgia team that many thought could potentially match Alabama. Aside from Alabama
and Clemson, Ohio State seems to be one of the few other teams that is a legitimate contender. Quarterback Justin Fields and the Buckeyes will open the season against Nebraska and will play an 8-game schedule that features
Penn State and Michigan. Despite the dominance of these superteams, the Badgers are hoping to make some
noise and contend for an elusive spot in the College Football Playoff.

EXCITEMENT AND RECORDS AT ROLAND GARROS

By Jessica Jiang
Roland Garros, otherwise known as the French Open, is one of tennis fans’ favorite tournaments to watch.
Fans especially looked forward to this year’s French Open, as it was pushed back from its usual late May to early
June dates to mid-September - just one week after the conclusion of the US Open.
In the men’s draw, US Open Champion Dominic Thiem was seeded third, trailing just behind Novak Djokovic, seeded 2nd, who made an early exit at the US Open for accidentally hitting a lineswoman with a ball, and
Rafael Nadal crowned the “King of Clay” by fans. Nadal has dominated the clay courts in Paris since 2005 when
he won his first Roland Garros, and Grand Slam, Title. He had since only lost three Roland Garros Titles - one
each to Roger Federer, Djokovic, and Stan Wawrinka.
In this year’s French Open, Federer did not make an appearance for COVID-19 precautionary measures. However, much like the US Open, the tournament was just as exciting as ever even without one of the tennis fans’
favorites.
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In the quarterfinals, Thiem played a hard-fought 5-set match against Diego Schwartzman of Argentina.
Schwartzman had an amazing defensive play and was able to counter Thiem’s attacks, ultimately earning a spot
in the semis, where he fell to Nadal in three sets. He managed to force Nadal to a tiebreak in the third set before
losing 3-6, 3-6, 6-7(0). Nadal then advanced to his thirteenth Roland Garros Final.
In the other half of the bracket, Djokovic faced Pablo Carreño Busta in the quarterfinals. He defeated Carreño
Busta in four sets after finding himself one set down. Djokovic’s semifinal match was also hard-fought; after
squandering match point in the third set, Djokovic let Stefanos Tsitsipas come back from two sets down to play
the fifth set. However, Djokovic eventually regained his momentum to reach his fifth Roland Garros Final.
On Sunday, October 11, Nadal and Djokovic met on Court Philippe Chatrier for the long-awaited finals. This
match was one of the most critical Slam finals for the two; for Nadal, one more win at Roland Garros would
bring him to tie with Federer for the most Singles Grand Slam Titles, while for Djokovic, a win would further
close the gap between his 17 Slams and Federer’s 20. Nadal, having won 12 Roland Garros Titles already, was
the clear favorite of the match, and he did not disappoint. With powerful shots and rock-solid defense, Nadal
controlled the first two sets with some of his best playing ever. Djokovic was able to find his rhythm enough in
the third set to have a chance at forcing a tiebreak, but Nadal was simply too strong. He clinched his 13th Roland
Garros Title with a 6-0 6-2 7-6 win, tying with Federer for the record of most Grand Slams wins in men’s singles,
and continuing his record of most wins in one Slam.
As the pro season continues, tennis fans can continue watching their favorite players while expecting to see
them back in Slam action next January at the Australian Open.

MAJOR LEAGUE
BASEBALL’S
PLAYOFFS

By Beau Bernards
MLB fans were eager to watch
more baseball due to the season being changed to just a mere 60 games.
Along with these regular-season
changes the MLB playoffs also saw
some altering. A new sixteen team
playoff bracket had been implemented just for the 2020 postseason. All
teams that either won their division
or placed second in it automatically
qualified for the playoffs, along with
the top two teams with the best win/
loss record in each division. In the
NL, the LA Dodgers, Atlanta Braves,
Chicago Cubs, San Diego Padres,
St. Louis Cardinals, Miami Marlins,
Cincinnati Reds, and Milwaukee
Brewers all qualified. In the AL the
playoff teams were (in seeding order) the Tampa Bay Rays, Oakland
Athletics, Minnesota Twins, Cleveland Indians, New York Yankees,
Houston Astros, Chicago White

Sox, and the Toronto Blue Jays.
The wildcard round consisted of a
three-game series where the winner
moved on to the Divisional Series.
The Marlins and Astros took everyone by shock when they both swept
their series as respective 6 seeds. The
White Sox gave the 2 seed Oakland
Athletics a run for their money
in the AL. Tim Anderson and his
nine hits through three games put
victory in sight for the Sox, however, they fell short in game three;
losing 4-6. Christian Yelich and The
Milwaukee Brewers were unable to
overcome the beast of a team that
the LA Dodgers are and ended up
getting swept in the series 0-2. In an
intense game 5, Yankees ace Gerrit
Cole took the mound and put on
a show; he pitched for 5 innings
with only one run. Going into the
bottom of the 8th inning that game
felt fairly dormant. That all changed
when Yankees closer Aroldis Chapman sent a 100mph fastball right in
the wheelhouse of Mike Brousseau,
who sent that ball over 370 feet into
the stands. The Astros red hot play
www.jmmswordandshield.com

simmered down when they met up
with the electric Rays in the ALCS.
Randy Arozarena and the Rays bullpen helped them squeak by the Astros in a close 7 game series. The LA
Dodgers have surprised no one and
still look like the team to beat, as
they beat the Braves in a well-fought
7-game series. This World Series
matchup faces a small market team
that came out of the blue. The Rays
adaptability has been their greatest
asset this season. The Dodgers on
the other hand have 4x the total
payroll than the Rays. This drastic
difference in salary could lead to
a World Series similar to 2002; a
thrilling 7 game series between the
Angels and Giants.
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OPINIONS

BEFORE YOU CELEBRATE THANKSGIVING...

By Amy Yao
For many families in America, Thanksgiving is about feeling grateful and eating food with their families.
However, Thanksgiving has a background of Europeans colonizing Native Americans. It is also heavily steeped
in cultural appropriation, as people dress in headdresses that aren’t similar to their actual counterparts. Contrary
to the misconception that the Piglrims and Wampanoag tribes held a great feast, Europeans committed mass
genocide and many Native American tribes were eventually massacred. Europeans murdered and brutally raped,
and brought smallpox with them, killing thousands of Native American people. Not only that, Native Americans
were consistently lied to and pushed onto reservations as their land—which was rightfully theirs—was taken
away. They were forbidden to practice their culture as they were forced to assimilate into American teachings.
Though celebrating Thanksgiving may be considered “tradition”, it’s important to rethink whether this holiday truly holds enough importance to continue annually. By celebrating Thanksgiving, you glorify people who
attempted to wipe out an entire population, instead of paying attention to those who are actually oppressed. I
recognize that the meaning of Thanksgiving has changed since its gruesome origins. Family reunions and being grateful are amazing ways to celebrate a day, but at the bare minimum, it’s essential to recognize the reality
beneath the whitewashed masquerade. I heavily encourage people to not celebrate this holiday, especially since
it is in Native American Heritage Month. Instead of feeling grateful on a historically inaccurate and horrific day,
consider giving to Native American organizations to support Native American communities, and work towards
showing gratitude on a consistent basis.
36
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VOTING THIRD PARTY IN
2020: THROWING YOUR
VOTE AWAY
By Maggie Di Sanza
While I would typically jump at any chance to escape
the toxic two-party trap of establishment politics,
too much is at stake in the 2020 election, and voting
third party or writing in a more appealing candidate is
incredibly harmful. Here’s why you shouldn’t vote third
party in the 2020 election.
For one, the 2020 election will bear great long-term
consequences - for better or for worse - from climate
change, to the Supreme Court, to reproductive justice.
The next president is suspected to appoint one to two
Supreme Court justices, which will have long-lasting
effects on our nation’s laws. Wasting a vote on a third
party candidate is not only unrealistic, but it is a disservice to marginalized people in the United States, whose
lives, health, and fundamental rights depend on the
Trump Administration being restricted to four years.
At the most basic level, in 2020, voting for third
party candidates is simply throwing your vote away.
The fact of the matter is, according to the New York
Times, it is incredibly unlikely that a third party candidate will peel away enough votes to swing the election, or even a battleground state, to President Donald
Trump or former Vice-President Joe Biden. With no
strong or widely recognized third party candidate, the
United States is left with a realistic two options. If you
are of the mind that President Donald Trump will lose
in a landslide, I urge you to think again. The margin of
error in recent polls is far too close for comfort, making the possibility of President Trump’s reelection too
clear of a reality.
In 2016, Wisconsin let Donald Trump win with less
than 1% of the vote, while third-party candidates won
6.4% of ballots. Don’t let history repeat itself.

ASYNCHRONOUS
LEARNING?

By Emmie Digon
In our new virtual learning experience, Wednesdays involve asynchronous learning and the rest of
the school days are spent with synchronous learning.
Synchronous learning is when students have to meet
with teachers virtually at a specific time, whereas
asynchronous learning gives students more freedom to
decide when they should work on assignments given
by teachers. There are numerous opinions regarding
the benefits and downsides of asynchronous learning.
While some students enjoy Wednesdays because they
do not have to wake up early and can participate in
other activities outside of school work, many students
think that asynchronous learning is overwhelming
because they are given multiple assignments to complete. To start off, some teachers prioritize synchronous learning over asynchronous learning, so they only
post a google form check in for attendance and allow
students to use the rest of the day to catch up on previous assignments. However, many teachers tend to use
asynchronous days to assign new individual work, like
taking notes, or completing worksheets, so that they
will be prepared for the next zoom meeting and will be
able to cover more content. In addition to this, students
also have projects to work on for various clubs. Asynchronous learning is supposed to give teachers time to
plan and attend meetings and students more time to
complete assignments. When assignments and responsibilities are constantly being added, students will lose
their chance to take a break from being in front of a
screen and to do something else outside of classwork.
If Wednesdays were more focused on catching up on
assignments rather than being given more work, then
students would receive the benefits of independent
study and asynchronous learning.
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VIRTUAL LEARNING, IN-PERSON SCHOOL,
OR A HYBRID?
SCHOOLS SHOULD
RE-OPEN WITH A
HYBRID MODEL

IN-PERSON SCHOOL IS
NOT SAFE

By Sai Rishi
Just this past week, it was announced that Memorial will be continuing the same virtual learning
format until January 22nd. With the rising number of
COVID-19 cases in Wisconsin, it is obvious that proceeding to a complete in-person learning environment
safely would be near impossible and pose huge risks.
However, we cannot say that complete virtual learning
is the best solution either, as after almost one entire
quarter of virtual learning, we have now begun to easily see the pros and cons of this learning format.
To begin with, the immediate decision of transitioning the entire school to a virtual atmosphere has
made the learning curriculum extremely unpredictable
and rather complicated as this sort of a situation is one
of the firsts in history. Things like tests, group activities, grading, and school projects have dramatically
changed, sometimes for the better and sometimes for
the worse. For instance, some of the topics covered in
class can only be taught in the actual classroom, such
as labs, modelling elaborate diagrams on the white
38

By Britney Tang
COVID-19 has taken a toll on all of our lives. We
made drastic changes to our lifestyles to keep ourselves
and everyone around us safe. With people trying to
gain a sense of normalcy, we need to consider whether it is safe to reopen school, have hybrid learning,
or continue virtual learning. The safest option for
students, especially with the rising COVID cases in
Wisconsin, is to continue virtual learning because it
has less of a risk of students spreading or contracting
COVID. With the announcement about continuing
online learning throughout the second quarter, it
would be easier to maintain this decision for the rest of
the school year. The main priority is to ensure students
do not get the virus and potentially spread it to their
family and the community.
Going back to school in person will put everyone
at risk to contract the virus. Physical distancing will be
difficult for students, especially in an enclosed environment such as a school building. Transitioning between
classes itself will increase the potential risk of contracting or transmitting the virus to other students. At
Memorial, it’s already hard to get from class to class
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board, simulations, etc. Although we have been trying
to emulate these learning experiences in a virtual
manner, it still does not provide the same effect. So
the only reasonable solution to try to bring back the
in person learning experience as safely as possible is
to introduce a hybrid model which combines virtual
learning and in classroom learning.
The hybrid model proposes many possibilities for
providing better education than our current model.
For instance, before there used to be 5 days of “synchronous” classes per week, but now there are only 2.
So now, almost 2.5 hours of classroom instruction is
lost and instead replaced with students having to learn
and figure things out on their own with the resources available online in addition to doing homework,
assignments and tests. A huge reason for this change
is that with virtual learning, we cannot have students
watching a screen for 7 hours a day. With the hybrid
model, we would even have the potential to incorporate at least 1 or 2 more classes per week, since there
would also be actual classroom instruction and not
just the Zoom classes.
So a hybrid model would definitely provide the
in-classroom experiences that might not occur in
a virtual setting but be safe at the same time. They
would allow for things like better group projects,
more thorough labs and simulations and more chances for students to ask questions and generate discussions to aid in the learning which is extremely hard to
create over Zoom. If all of these guidelines are followed, this format would just help students and staff
in the whole learning process during these unprecedented and unpredictable times.

without brushing against someone, let alone trying to
stay 6 feet away. The constant fear and being overly
cautious could distract students from their learning
while they are sitting in class.
Not only are students and staff affected by this
decision, but their families are as well. The virus could
spread to the rest of their household and community.
This is especially harmful to those more vulnerable to
COVID. Furthermore, not much is known on what
COVID-19 could do to the immune system. If students
go back to in-person school, their health and immune
system could be compromised which could have disastrous effects on their bodies later in life. We must be
aware of every worst outcome and scenario that could
affect the students in the future. Not only should we
think about what’s the best option for student’s safety
at this time, but we must also think about their future
and the consequences for the next generation if we let
students go back to in-person school.
Hybrid learning would be the worst option for
students. People may think hybrid learning is the most
ideal at this time by bringing the best parts of virtual
and in-person learning together. In truth, it would be
the most challenging for students because it combines
the worst parts of the two. Splitting up the students
into cohorts and having them alternate from going
to in-person school while the other half is learning
virtually is still a big risk for people. Scheduling is another important factor. The current synchronous and
asynchronous schedule for virtual learning is hard to
keep up with as it is. Remembering what days to go to
school or when to be in your zoom meeting will overwhelm students. It feels unnecessary to put students
through all the stress and confusion.

2020 TRANS DAY OF
REMEMBRANCE: A GRIM YEAR
FOR THE TRANS COMMUNITY

By Amira Pierotti
Trigger Warning: anti-trans violence, murder, racism
2020 has been the deadliest year on record for trans people in the
United States. 33 trans people have been murdered, a shocking spike
from 27 known murders in 2019. With two months left in this year,
devastatingly, there are likely to be more instances of transphobic
violence.
November 20 will mark the 21st Transgender Day of Rememberance (TDOR), an annual marker to honor the
trans, nonbinary, and gender-expansive people who were murdered in the previous year. TDOR uplifts the stories
of victims of violence whose murders are too often ignored by large media sources, the U.S. government, and the
public.
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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In recent years, increasingly more trans people have been murdered creating an “epidemic” of violence. The National Center for Transgender Equality, Human Rights Campaign, New York Times, TIME Magazine, Vice President Joe Biden, and myriad other national organizations, politicians, and news outlets have all condemned this rise
in violence and called for action.
Sadly, not every victim of transphobic assaults is known. Some families refuse to acknowledge their relative’s
trans identity so obituaries may not reflect their correct name and pronouns. Police will use victim’s legal name and
biological sex which often do not match trans people’s correct gender. News outlets can also misgender and deadname victims. Many other factors also contribute to gaps in data on transphobic violence.
Transphobic violence primarily impacts people of color, especially Black and Latinx trans people. The Human
Rights Campaign released a report in 2018 that victims of anti-trans murders are Black trans women. The majority
of the victims in 2020 are Black and Latinx women, according to HRC.
In the midst of a pandemic that has been devastating for the trans community, the 2020 Trans Day of Remembrance will be especially difficult.
BIPOC (Black, Indigenous, & People of Color) trans, nonbinary, and gender-expansive people are too often left to
advocate for the end of violence wihtout support of white trans people or cisgender people in general. This Trans
Day of Remembrance, these two groups of people need to come together to support BIPOC trans activists and
mourners.
Call your Senators to pass the Equality Act. Donate to funeral funds for victims of anti-trans homicides. Support
organizations led by and for BIPOC trans people. Reach out to friends and family who are trans people of color
to let them know you are here for them. If you are comfortable, go to vigils. Post about the epidemic of anti-trans
violence on social media. Teach friends and family about the need for change. Ask teachers to post educational
readings on their Google Classroom. And keep advocating for trans lives and people throughout the year.
that was incredibly painful to watch.
Moderator of Fox News, Chris Wallace, was interrupted at every turn,
and President Donald Trump and
Vice President Biden were less than
presidential in their appearances.
Between the bickering, interruptBy Maggie Di Sanza
ing, and at times shouting matches,
Here at the Sword & Shield, we
little concrete policy was discussed
typically like to recap the Presiden- between the two candidates, maktial debates, covering the policy
ing deciding on a 2020 presidential
discussed, public opinion of cancandidate challenging for the many
didates, and formally add our criAmericans watching. That being
tiques; unfortunately, the 90-minute said, there were a few key takeaways
presidential debate held on Tuesfrom the debate.
day, September 29th, can only be
Arguably one of the most nodescribed as a horrendous disaster
table moments of the debate
was President
Trump’s refusal
to condemn white
supremacists.
President Trump,
quite simply,
avoided the most
straight-forward,
simple question for a single
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THE PRESIDENTIAL DEBATE:
AN ABSOLUTE
HORROR SHOW

reason: His voter base is filled with
white supremacists, and he does
not want to lose their ballots. After
heatedly discussing race relations,
criminal justice, police reform, and
the prison industrial complex in
the United States, President Trump
flatly refused to condemn white
supremacy when asked so by Wallace, telling the supremacist militia
group Proud Boys to “stand back and
stand by.” Reminiscent of previous
comments on white supremacists
made by President Trump, these
new comments revealed nothing
new about the President’s stances or
moral character. CNN political commentator Van Jonese explained well
that “the commander in chief refused
to condemn white supremacy on the
global stage in front of my children,
in front of everybody’s families,
and he was given the opportunity
multiple times to condemn White
supremacy and he gave a wink and
a nod to a racist, Nazi, murderous
organization.”
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Aside from the overt racism from
President Trump and incredible
bickering between the two candidates, the Supreme Court was a
significant issue discussed. In wake
of Supreme Court Justice Ruth Bader Ginsburg’s passing, the Trump
Administration is nominating Amy
Coney Barrett to replace the late
Supreme Court Justice’s seat. The
debate over the ethicality of this
rushed seat-filling was a hot topic,
and former Vice-President Biden
explained that the Supreme Court

nomination was far more than the
immediate future. He effectively
communicated that the Supreme
Court represents the next thirty
years of American politics, and
healthcare, reproductive rights, and
LGBTQ+ inclusion, with so much
more at stake.
Nevertheless, specific policy
stances were challenging to bring
up during the debate, as President
Trump could not manage his mouth.
According to CNN, Trump interrupted Biden and Wallace at least

128 times throughout the debate,
blatantly ignoring the rules of the
debate, consistently speaking over
his two-minute time period, and disrespecting the nature of the debates
themself. Trump’s mocking comments and reckless language proves
one thing that he has displayed
throughout his presidency: Trump is
unfit to be president, and his composure is simply a mere extension of
his rash and heedless policy.

HOW RESPONSIBLE IS TRUMP
FOR SPREADING COVID-19
MISINFORMATION?

By Mihika Shivakumar
These past four years, plenty of misinformation has circulated our country. But throughout this year, and the Covid-19
pandemic, the single biggest reason why many Americans distrust science, and the cause of the “infodemic” about the virus that
exists today, is none other than our current president.
In fact, this is the conclusion Cornell researchers came to after studying
over 38 million articles about the pandemic that were published between Jan. 1
and May 26 in English-language media around the world. Of the 38 million plus
articles studied, over 1.1 million contained misinformation. They were then studied for
trends, both in reporting and the falsehoods themselves, as well as categorized based on type of misinformation.
“The biggest surprise was that the president of the United States was the single largest driver of misinformation around Covid,” Sarah Evanega, the study’s lead author and director of the Cornell Alliance for Science, told
the New York Times. “That’s concerning in that there are real-world dire health implications.”
Since the very beginning, Trump didn’t tell Americans what he knew about COVID-19: “I wanted to play it
down,” he told journalist Bob Woodward, according to Woodward in a new book he released. “I still like playing
it down because I don’t want to create a panic.” According to him, it was a strategy to minimize the danger.
The study pinpointed 11 main types of misinformation and conspiracies the president spread, from the
entire concept of the virus originating from bat soup in China, to way back in February, when he called the
virus Democrats’ “new hoax”, to even before that, when he said Democrats manufactured it to coincide with his
impeachment trial.
But mentioned far more than any other topic of misinformation was the concept of “miracle drugs.” It accounted for more misinformation than the other 10 types of misinformation combined. This includes, but is not
limited to, Trump’s promotion of both anti-malarial drugs and disinfectants as treatments for Covid-19. Another example is April 24, a day after Trump mentioned, as was immediately shot down, with the idea that “disinfectants and ultraviolet light might treat Covid-19”. On the 24th, there were more than 30,000 articles in their
“miracle cures” category. This was a 10,000 increase from just days earlier, a jump that the study found Trump
drove up.
“There is a science of rumors. It’s when there is uncertainty and fear,” said Dr. Sharfstein. “In the absence of
treatments or vaccines, honest and consistent messaging is essential. This is what we need to save lives.”
www.jmmswordandshield.com
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WHAT BIDEN
NEEDS TO DO
IF HE WINS THE
PRESIDENCY

By Antonio Wu
God-willing and constitutional
crises aside, we will know who the
next President of the United States
is by the end of this week. Should
Donald Trump re-win the presidency, we will truly be walking into the
unknown - though we can perhaps
expect much of the same from his
last term: chaos, political stagnation,
and a disastrously-run pandemic
response resulting in even more
hundreds of thousands of deaths.
However, in all likelihood, not
only will Joe Biden be our next President (he has an 88 percent chance
of winning the election according to
fivethirtyeight.com), but Democrats
will also be celebrating their reclamation of the Senate, giving them
their first unified government since
2009. They will have a new chance
to undo policies enacted by the GOP
over the last four years and change
the direction of this country.
This window of opportunity for
positive change is incredibly short.
Generally, midterm elections favor
the losing party of the previous
general election. That means Biden
may only have two years to work
with Democrats in Congress to set
the country on the right path. In
those two years, there are a number
of major issues that are critical for
the Biden administration to tackle
immediately.
The first thing the Biden administration will need to address is
the coronavirus pandemic. Almost
one year into this crisis, the rate of
COVID cases and deaths continues
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to rise. The Biden administration
will need to work with the CDC
to set the appropriate regulations
we currently lack, create a stimulus and relief plan with Congress
that focuses on the working class
rather than large corporations, and
quickly produce and distribute a safe
vaccine. Joe Biden will also have to
work towards re-establishing public
faith in science. Trump has instilled
significant doubt among millions
of Americans about the legitimacy
and severity of COVID-19 as well
as the impact of wearing a mask. If
simple actions like social distancing
and wearing a mask continue to be a
matter of debate for a large portion
of the population, we may not see
an end to COVID-19 for many more
months or even years.
Joe Biden will also have to address police brutality and racial
justice. The deaths of George Floyd,
Ahmaud Arbery, and Breonna
Taylor (among countless others)
this year at the hands of police have
caused a resurgence in the Black
Lives Matter movement as well as
opposing white supremacist and
alt-right organizations. To this day,
no truly significant action has been
taken at a federal or state level to
address police brutality and racial
justice since the protests began this
summer. While there exists a wide
breadth of opinions on the appropriate form of action, Biden will have
the chance to, at the very least, open
this conversation and begin taking
legitimate policy actions. Furthermore, it must be recognized that
the Black Lives Matter movement
includes much more than police brutality; rather, it involves the complex
ways in which the entire social and
political structure of our society
promotes systemic racism, leading to
vast inequalities. Police brutality is a
www.jmmswordandshield.com

consequence of this system. To truly
address police brutality racial injustice, the Biden administration will
need to recognize the depth of this
issue and create policy that extends
far beyond policing.
Some other major issues a hypothetical Biden administration will
need to address are our immigration
system and the human rights abuses
committed by ICE, a Medicare plan
that provides healthcare to everyone
as a right and not a privilege, and the
promise of a $15 federal minimum
wage. Biden will also have to take
drastic actions concerning the climate crisis, as scientists have warned
us we have until 2030 to halve global
carbon emissions to avoid a climate
catastrophe.
These issues are not being addressed by the current administration, and there is no reason to
believe that they will be in the next
term. Even if Biden were to become
the next president, it’s clear significant public pressure will be necessary to create the changes Americans
desperately need. Until then, however, we must hold on this week and
focus on voting in record numbers.

Joe Biden, Democratic
2020 Candidate
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THE BEST TYPE OF PIE
By Maggie Di Sanza & Antonio Wu

APPLE PIE

CHOCOLATE PIE

Hands down, the best type of pie is chocolate pie. Rich,
creamy, and filling, it meets all of the needs of Thanksgiving dinner. No pie compares to that of chocolate,
it’s classic, with a modern twist; and can be taken in
a variety of directions ranging from adding a lemon meringue to homemade whipped cream! Having
family over and don’t know what pie to make? Easy!
A fan-favorite dessert is chocolate pie, avoiding the
controversies of pumpkin and apple, which are far too
controversial to serve to an entire room of family and
friends. On top of that, chocolate pie is easy to make!
No pre-baked crusts, or complicated recipes, all you
need to make a good chocolate pie, is a microwave,
cocoa powder, and access to a nearby Costco. If you’re
anything like my family, you’ll want to avoid as much
cooking as possible, and chocolate pies are the perfect
option for you. Reliable, delicious, and familiar, chocolate pies should be your go-to this fall break.

Anyone who disregards the fruity goodness of apple pie
is ignoring the true spirit of autumn. Apple pie is far
more than a jumble of apples encased in a buttery crust,
no! Apple pie represents a myriad of spices and flavors
all combined into a single dish! From cinnamon, to
nutmeg, to hints of cardamom, apple pie acts as a delivery of complex and interesting flavors. On top of that,
apple pie allows for variety, unlike that of other pies.
Granny smith, golden delicious, red, oh my! There are
a seemingly endless supply of different apples to choose
from, depending on your flavor preferences. Apple pie
is also a means to deliver other food. Most often associated with thanksgiving dinner, it is the perfect end to
a full meal. If you are looking for a flavorful, delectable,
autumnal desert, choose apple pie!

PUMPKIN PIE

With a smooth, creamy texture paired by a crumbly
crust, pumpkin pie is undeniably the ultimate pie! Not
to be outdone by the classic (yet arguably unoriginal)
apple pie, pumpkin is the true definition of autumnal
flavor and spirit. Pumpkins hold a flavor in a class of
its own: spicy, earthy, slightly sweet, and practically
begging to be baked into a pie! Furthermore, they are
easily pairable with a whole host of autumn toppings,
foods and beverages, from whipped cream to cinnamon, walnuts and apple cider! Perhaps most noteworthy of all is the satisfaction of carving open a pumpkin
yourself to make a pie from scratch - there are so many
exciting things you can do with a pumpkin that will go
right along with your pie. Roast those pumpkin seeds
or make a pumpkin spice latte! The world of a pumpkin pie is truly limitless!
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Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, Inc.
Madison Alumnae Chapter

SUBMISSION GUIDELINES
Open to Dane County Middle & High School Students of Color (Grade 6-12)

CONTEST IS OPEN FROM OCTOBER 26 - DECEMBER 11, 2020
CONTEST CATEGORIES: SHORT STORY, POETRY, SPOKEN WORD
ALL WINNERS WILL BE NOTIFIED BY JANUARY 3, 2021
AWARDS PRESENTED AT MLK JR. BREAKFAST VIA ZOOM IN JANUARY 2021

1ST AND 2ND PLACE CASH PRIZES
For more information, please visit: https://tinyurl.com/maccreative2021
QUESTIONS? EMAIL US AT : macdstcreative@gmail.com
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